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Political parlies in the 
Saanich/The Islands riding 
are reporting vandalism, 
beyond the normal 
amounts, being done to 
campaign signs and posters.
Spokesman at ■ Hugh 
Curtis Campaign 
headquarters, said that all 
of the Social Credit signs on 
Mayne Island had been torn 
down, and that many .signs 
in the local area had also 
been damaged or 
disfigured.
Mrs. Lee Mesher told 
The Review that there has 
been some malicious 
vandalism, as in the case of 
the Forrester family, of 
2437 Amellia St., ■ whose 
nationality has been the 
target.
Ursula Forrester stated 
that someone had painted a 
Swastika on her political 
sign, and had pasted 
bumper stickers; on the 
family car, overwritten with 
vulgarities.
Workers in the Socred 
campaign office say that 
they are so afraid of 
damage to their homes or 
vehicles, that they will not 
put any campaign literature 
on their property.
NDP headquarters said 
Tuesday that there has been 
much damage to signs also, 
but that as yet, there has 
been no malicious van­
dalism such as suffered by 
the Forresters.
Spokespersons for all 
parties agree that much of 
the damage could be the 
result of older children 
reacting to their parents 
jC^^poliiicalSbdltcfti ^ and J i.haT 
they are^ d&lroying signs 
thin king " that : they are' 
helping with the election.
Progressive Conservative 
headquarters reported that 
there has been no damage 
done to their signs, and a 
spokesman for the Liberal 
party said that there had 
been no appreciable 




MEMBERS OF THE FEMINA GLl/B perform for the audience during 
Centre; Photo by Kryn Zedel. :
the Peninsula Fitness Festival, April 27 and 21, at Panorama Leisure
Breakwater
Bob Ward is a disap­
pointed man.
Well in the forefront of a 
move to establish a break­
water in Sidney, Ward’s 
disappointment stems from 
what he calls “the 
procrastination at all levels 
of government” to initiate 
action.
“We’ve produced this
Brentwood Bay Clam 
Harvesting Closed
A federal fisheries of- 
fieial says that the beaches 
of Brentwood Bay may be 
closed to harvesting of 
clams and mussels “in 
perpetuity”.
Larry Dtikc, district 
supervisor of fisheries for 
the Victoria area, says that 
thiit area plus .several others 
have been closed to the
hiirvest iiig o( bivalve 
molluscs because of high 
colil'orm bacteria cotints 
revealed in recent tests 
conducted by the federal 
l•,nvironmental Protection 
Service.
Ihe beach closure, ef- 
feciive last Wednesday, 
included most of I’at Bay, 
Brentwood Bay iitcluding 
the whole of Todd Inlet, 
Deep Cove hounded by 
Moses Point •ind Cole 
Point, Thomson Cove and 
the east side of Cole's Bay.
Much of the hlumc for 
the contamination has been 
laid on faulty septic fields, 
says Dtike.
“A lot of the problem
comes from older 
residences that haven’t had 
their systems updated,” 
says Duke, “Tests are being 
conducted on a variety of 
situations now, and EPS 
hopes to pinpoint some of 
the major problem areas.’
In the meantime, though, 
there's no indication as to 
how long any of the beaches 
will be dosed lor shelKish 
hat vest,
“It all depends on public 
reaction, how quickly 
people get their fields 
repaired or replaced," says 
Duke. “The closure of 
Coles Bay is likely to be of a 
short term nattire, and we 
live in hopes that something 
can be done at Pat Bay. But 
there is a possibility that 
Brentwood Bay could be 
clo.sed in perpetuity 
There’s runoff from an area 
garbage dump there, and 
Itmt, combined with the 
heavy inaririe traffic and 
the residential build'up 
could make a lot of dil 
ference."
study which contains some 
startling iriformation — 
and w'hat happens?
“People said to us ‘go 
away and do this or that’ 
and we did. We met all the 
requirements but the result.S' 
of the study seems to have 
fallen on deaf cars.”
An application for 
federal funding is currently 
before the federal gover­
nment. “We’ve done all the 
homework required but we 
haven’t heard back from 
Ottawa,” Ward said.
Expectations that funds 
from provincial sources 
would be forthcoming have 
not been realized to date, 
although “1 understand 
there’s still some interest,” 
Ward said.
A report on the economic 
impact of a breakwater and 
harbor at Sidney was put 
together by Willis, 
Cunliffc, Tail and Co., 
Ltd,, consulting engineers,
In the summ.'uy and 
conclusions, the report 
points otu iltat there is a 
shortage of permanent and 
transient moorage space in 
the Saanich Peninsula 
whicli would lustily the 
breakwater and harbor 
facility,
There is a present 
demand for at least 80(1 
permanent berths in the 
area and, the report says 
access to the Marine Parks 
System and other facilities 
up'lshmd would be greatly 
enhancetl by the provision 
ol up to fitX) beiihs in 
response to increasing 
demand by transient 
boalers.
The provincial economic 
impact of fvOU transient
berths used for 135 days per 
year would result in ap­
proximately $6.9 million 
annually, to the local 
economy in the penimsula 
and a similar amount via 
facilities up the east coast of 
the Island.
The regional economic 
impact of 400 permanent 
berths at Sidney would be 




brighten the employment 
picture. Assuming 135 days 
average annual occupancy 
on 600 transient berths in 
Sidney Harbor, the report 
says, it is estimated that the 
equivalent of 175 per­
manent jobs would be 
created in Sidney and the 
capital region as a direct 
result of land-based 
spending by transient 
visitors.
It is also estimated that 
an additional 150 per­
manent jobs would result 
frum indiicct efforts of 
land-based spending, The 
estimate of a total of 325 
jobs created in total is bused 
upon an optimistic —■ but 
not unrealistic -- estimate 
of demand at the harbor, 
the report explains.
Under the heading 
“indirect benefits” the 
report states the greatest 
potential incremental 
economic benefits will 
result Irom the develop 
ment of Sidney as the 
gateway to the Marine Bark 
System and the cast coast ol 
Vancouver Island. *
Investigating the demani 
for berths at 1.5 peninsula 
marinas, it was found otit
of 15 local: maririas sur­
veyed; only four had no 
desire for expansion. Many 
of the remainder would like 
to expand but cannot, 
owing to space and/or 
environmental restraints.
All marinas except one 
had clients waiting for 
berths. Desired expansion 
for a total of some 850 craft 
was recorded at the time of 
the study, Ihe report says, 
40 per cent of which was 
frustrated. An immediate 
demand for over 300 berths 
in the northern peninsula 
alone was found which 
cannot be provided by the 
expansion of existing 
facilities.
The remark echoes 
Ward’s own feelings.
And he doesn’t' un­
derstand why — with the 
facts presented which point 
to greater economic and job 
prospects with the con­
struction of tjie breakwater- 









KX) or more 
new berths annually in the 
peninsula — this demand 
can only be met with new 
fiicililies when existing 
facilities are fully used, the 
report says.
Eiurlier studies in growth 
trends have shown a strong 
and continuing growth in 
rccreationiil boating -■ 
increasing population 
conibining with an increase 
in boat ownership per 
capita will continue to 
generate new demands for 
moorage. Very little marina 
exiiansion has taken place 
siiK'e 1976 and the supply 
siuiaiion continues to 
deierioraic, the report says.
In a letter accompanying 
the rciiort. Willis, Cunliffc, 
Tail writes, “Wo feel it is an 
exciting prospect for Sidney 
to have a small craft harbor 
as the focal point lor the
POSTAL NEW 
DOOR TO DOOR 
SERVICE FOR 
SOME '. _ ,
RESIDENTS
Sidney postmaster Hal 
Jackson told The Revievv 
Tuesday that mail carriers 
will commence delivering 
post to door to door on 
homes in the town currently 
serviced by group mail 
boxes. Some 158 residences 
are involved, he said. This 
service will commence May 
8th. Mr. Jackson advised 
that persons should make 
sure that their street ad­
dresses arc clearly marked 
.and that they have either a 
mail box or letter slot on 
their door. Anyone with 
questions regarding this 
new service may telephone 
Mr. Jackson at 656-3532.
Acting executive director of Gillain 
Manor, Cecil Brown, Monday denied 
rumors that the facility was in financial 
trouble and closing down.
But a spokesman for Abacus Cities’ 
Victoria office admitted he had “just an 
inkling” that Gillain Manor may be in 
trouble.
“But I probably know just about as 
much as you — 1 have no factual in­
formation,” he said.
Gillain Manor, a high priced treatment 
centre for Alcoholics located at 1515 
McTavish, North Saanich, is a wholly- 
owned subsidiary of Abacus Cities.
Asked if the centre was closing. Brown 
said it was “news to us.” He said there was 
no truth in the rumor but was aware that 
Abacus was “having problems. ”
“lean understand the speculation,” he 
said.
Brown said there were currently 20 
patients taking treatment at the centre who 
were being cared for by some 35 full-time 
staff.
Full bed capacity was 100, he said, “but 
we won’t run to that.” Brown said it was 
anticipated in the future to fill 60 - 65 beds 
with patients, allowing the rest of the 
accommodation to be used for collaterals 
—- patients’ relatives and friends.
Staff, he said, would be increasing to 
between 70 and 80 when; the centre was at 
full capacity.
There had been, he said, a consistent 
buildrup oif patients; The load was in­
creasing regularly he said, but admitted it 
was“a little under estimate.”
Brown said he understood the;: Abacus 
problem was a “liquidity sqiieetjK.” The 
company’s assets far exceedt its liabilities 
but it’s rumored Abacus will sell off some 
assets to meet ' the liquidity squeeze 
problem, he said.
North Saanich Mayor George Westwood 
said he was not aware of Giilaih Manor 
having any financial problems/ “It’s like a 
bolt Out of the blue if it’s true,” he said.
Westwood said he understood the 
facility would take months, even years to 
bring it up to full operation, that initially it 
would “be slow.”
Official Abacus spokesman for Gillain 
Manor in the company’s Vancouver office 
could not be reached for comment.
Mariner’s Museum
r LEIGH To Open In Sidney
TO BE
HONOURED
DAVID GOLD, 12. 
shinny.s up flagpoles at 
Lillie League park to 
thread ropes through 
pulleys, before 
opening ceremonies of 
1979 .season. Gold 
plays for the Legion 
Aces, in the Major 
division of the league, 
and is primarily an 
infieldcr.
Sidney cnuncil is 
mnking pluns to honor I 
Mayor Dick Leigh, vvho | 
recently resigned his scat 
due (0 ill hcallh. Leigh’s 
services to (he com* 
muniiy and his work on 
coiinell will he officially 
rcco|{nl/.ed In a 
ceremony al next 
Monday night’s council 
nieciiiiK when he will he 
presenlcd with a plaque.
Ihil aldcrinun don't 
think the presentation Is 
Kiiiftdcnl recoKiiltion 
for the popular Leigh, so 
they’re planning a 
private dinner in his 
honor. Aldermen, senior 
staff and their wives will 
atteml Ihe special meal 
at a date to be arranged 
In Ihe near future.
Treasures galore, 
currently housed in a North 
Saanicli home, will soon be 
transported to Sidney where 
they’ll be on show in the 
town’s first m.'tritimc 
museum, 2552 Bevan Si,
Tlic Mariners Museum, 
ns It will be culled, is the 
brainchild of Ken and 
Francinc Zmuda, 1247 
Lunds End, who have been 
collecting nautical artifacts 
for more than 15 years. 
Now they’ve decided to 
share their extensive 
collcclioti of rare finds and 
plan on opctiing their 
private museum June .30.
Znnidn, a scitool teacher,
I is busy during the day, so 
Ids wife will be looking 
I after tlic museum with the 
cut at or, Danish •born 
Andre Chrisloffersen, a 
former sea captuiii and Iheiii 
model-maker at Victoria's 
Maritime Mnsciim.
Chrisloffersen also
specializes in restoration 
work and some of his own 
ship models will be on 
display.
Among the scores of 
artifacts the Zmuda have 
gathered around them are 
two special pieces ~ a bone 
rnoflel of a ship which was 
built by French prisoners In 
England during the 
Napoleonic war, circa 1872, 
and restored by 
Chrisloffersen, and an 
astrolabe, a navigation 
instrument dated 871, from 
I’crsia,
"Tlierc’s a story behind 
every artifact. The 
astrolabe,made of solid 
brass, was picked up by 
Zmuiiu lit at) antique Store 
and used for some time at 
school where the teacher 
usetl it to show students 
taking geography how 
people navigated nearly 
1 ,(X)0 years ago.
€oiillnncdonl*ag«2
Just To Survive You’ve Got To Be Tough Says Senior Gommereial I ishermaii
Reiircnumi sits nicely 
with .lack Webstad, of 
Sidney, but tliat may well 
be because be didn’t Isothcr 
lote.tsc woiking fat a living 
until 10 years ago -- when 
he was 80. Even now the 
sprightly nonagenatian isn’t 
cxauly v.lvat anyone tmdd 
call idle. He docs a good 
portion of the cooking find 
itousework in the com- 
loilitblt. atuuitueol lliai iic 
I/'vHifCs with his wife, Sigrid.
“You've got to be 
I,High,” Itc siiys will) a 
sniiiklc. “Just to saisisc
you’ve got lo be lougli.”
Indeed, the mere fact tinti 
Jack Webstad is still alive 
after siomc of the tilings he's 
been ihiough dui itig his 67 
years on this continent 
attests In pan to his belief In 
that sialement.
“When ! firu left 
Norway I came to 
Bellingham,” be recalls, 
“and then I went to Ket- 
clUktlH, Al;l.'<ku fo* live 
years. A Norwegian friend 
who had moved to America 
had bonglit his own boat 
and went there to
“Until iltcn Td done a 
little hit of everything.” 
Webstad says, “but once I 
got slatted fishing I never 
quit.”
Webstad spent ilte first 
six mornhs of lbs new career 
as a lowly deekliand, but 
toon moved up to the point 
wlieie be was allowed to 
pilot the huge craft of 
ycsierycar.
”!l v«a:» then.” Ut
recalls. “We’d fish all year 
round, even in the winter. 
And when 1 fivi '.tatted, 
'vh.'ti titc'' u'H'd »o do
send out dories to go after 
the fish. They finally 
sloppctl that and began 
fisliing from the hig Ihjiiis 
aftet tltcy lost a few of the 
small ones and their crews 
in bad weather.”
'Tlirtse were the ihiys, say-". 
WHv.tad, w,>h'.*n the fi'.hini', 
boats used to get 114 cents a 
pound for the halibut they 
brought in,
"U vve ni.ui,mcd to fill wii 
tite boat, each man would 
make about $f(XI,” lecalls 
Wci'isiiiil, “And In Those
da/ tliat was lot ('!
money. The bigger boats 
would carry as. nnicli as 
.3(10,0(K) innmdsof fish,”
Wlrilc llte iTloney may 
have heen good, liowevcr, 
the vveallicr ‘ often most 
definitely wasn’t.
"W.' meil to )'o nil the 
way up to Kodiak,” recalls 
Webstad. "How it eoiiUI 
blow there! There were
iMitLil 'A licn /.-'U , wuuldli'!
even stand on the deck it 
was so tcrrilrle. It was a 
tough life, and 1 (vften said 
to ntvcwlf when I was mil on
llie water In bad weather 
that if I ever got to shore I 
would never go out again, 
But I did,”
1 onghing n out paid oil 
ill Hr! end for Welwlad. 
hive years after Itis initial 
foray into the frozen noilh 
lit: wa.s on bi.s w.iy to 




u'!,'; n 16. fooler,
doesn’t sound like 
much now but that was a 
preitv big hOMi in Iftosi; 
days,” he says.
I'ive.years of fishing out 
of the ever-wet port of 
Prince Rupert proved 
enough ami Webstad 
packed up his familv and 
moved to t/ancoiiver.
“I fished out of there on 
and off for 17 years,” he 
•says, "AikI then in 19.36 wc 
came over here and took a 
look around. Wc liked the
looks of Sidney, It seemed
so nice and quiet,” .
Once more the Webstad,s 
packed their bags and 
fiouscbold goods and
moved — to the two lots, 
complete with a BoaT for 
the boat, ibai they bad 
purchased on Harbour 
Umid across from Ihe old 
liospital.
"Wc sold the place and 
the boat 10 yeats ago after 
liiy v.de bad a btid, aC' 
cldent,” Webstad says, 
"I’d probably be fisbirig 
still if it hadn't been for 
liiai.”
Not one to remain idle, 
Webstad took over man'y of 
the honsekeeping eltores
following his wife’s ac- 
cidenl,
“She wa.sn'l well for n 
long lime, so I gOLinto fhe 
habit of doing a lot of it,” 
he says with a smile, “It 
keeps a person busy,"
Still, there's the oc- 
ca:aonaTp«ll to the ;;ca that 
was his llvcliliood for so 
long.
“Oil, I .still go out fishing 
sometimes," he says, “but 
just to get a fish to cook, 
you know. Not to make any 
tnoneyor anyiliing.”





Mariner’s Museum To Open
Bab’s Family 
Reastaurant





Open Tues. - Sal. 10 • 7 PM




OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 







BREAKFAST — LUNCH 
CMnoMFoed 
From 11:30 a.m.
At Reatonoble Pricae 




"Homeslyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Pnces"







THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
, WEDNESDAY EVENING




2359 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
Fine Dinine at
Reasonable Prices 
:,ocal Artwork on Display
UPen; Mon: lo Thuts. 9AM .- 8PM 
Eri. & Sal. 9AM lo 11 PM 




BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 











In responding to criticism 
from Denis Paquette, 
president of Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce, that his men 
were over-policing Sidney, 
RCMP Staff, Sgt. George 
Whittaker made one thing 
clear.
He doesn’t intend to 
change his policies until 
drunks are off the streets 
and impaired drivers are off 
the roads.
“That’s my job,’’ he 
said.
And I feel that’s what the 
public wants, he said.
Paquette claimed police 
officers were picking people 
up off the street and un­
necessarily confining them 
in the drunk cells.
Whittaker denied charges 
of “injustice.”
“I want people to be able 
to walk through this 
community in peace and 
harmony. I’d rather be 
accused .of over-policing 
than under-policing. ”
And he said that if a 
person is intoxicated in the 
streets and ends, up in the 
cells it was usually because 
they hadn’t followed the
procedure police recom­
mended.
Whittaker said Sidney 
Hotel owner Denis 
Paquette “made the same 
complaint when I first 
arrived here 18 months 
ago,” but Paquette, he 
explained, was “in the kind 
of business in which these 
problems emanate.”
He said crime had 
escalated in the peninsula 
and he was concerned. “It 
has really jumped in a lot of 
areas but I don’t consider 
us out of control.”
Right now, Whittaker 
believes the problem to be 
under control but said it 
was “at a peak.”
Between January and 
March, 1978, police 
charged 34 impaired drivers 
and imposed 37 roadside 
suspensions. This year 
during the same period 
police dealt with 62 im 
paired drivers and 91 
roadside suspensions.
Whittaker said that if 
Paquette - or anyone else - 
wishes to discuss a problem 
with him “my door is 
always open. That’s what 
I’m here for.”
Specializing In Chinese 
& Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS. A” ■ MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sal. A” • 1« a.m.
SUNDAY A”. 8” p.m.
Delivery wilh minimum order,
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-39441
For a visit 
back to the I390's
COMPLETE LUNCHEON MENU
Corner of Mt. Newton Cross 
Road & East Saanich Road 
652-1575
S Sopl (©ak 3mi
4680 ELK LAKE DR. -
: Vlcloria, B.C.
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
Conlinenlal cursine in 
■ a Iradilional English atmosphere’
? 7 Days a Week 5:30 To 10:30 ,
featuring
THE THATCH DISCO
Two liveliest danrie ,floors in Victoria. 
Open- Mon. to Sat; - i v i
8 p.m. to 2 i.m.' i 658-5231
Sea
9776 - 4th St. , Sidney
; Behind the Post Olfice, -
— SPECIALIZING IN —
' FISH & CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner 
Open Daily 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM
COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE
656-762?




1 FOR "HOME CdOKIN"
1 DELICIOUS HOME MADE PIES1 HAMBURGERS - COMPLETE MENU




•CHICKEN •FISH 8 CHIPS 
Beacon Plazo Mall, Sidney
656-5442
is* LIBAN PIZZA
1 VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood 1
[OPEN; Tues. to Thurs. 4-lT p.m. | 
1 , Fri. 8 Sat. 11-a.m.-l a.m. I1 Sunday 5-9 p.m, I
1 Try Oitr "SPECIAL" PIZZA1 652-4344
Lunn’S Pastry Deli 1 1 PAT'S-A-PIZZA
& Coffee Shop . ; l 1 "Eyery night It Pitta nighr"
-FoncyMMU- 1 1 Eat in —Take out
. .Block For-tt Hqm- I
.N«wZoalandCh«ddar. | J FREE DELIVERY IN THE SIDNEY AREA
J4S5 BEACON AVE. | 1 „ rcr uooi




BREAKFASTS S HOT LUNCHES 
(TAKEOUTS)




Jbll & (dllipo Iftb.
TAKEOUT
9807.41h St., Sidney








. „ . Deli-Bun
tor that
"BUN ON THE RUN”
OR STAY AWHILE1 2466 Beacon 656-4333
AttllMOUK GOLF COlIRSK, 930 Ardmore Dr. & Wcsi Sttunlcli Kuttd, Sidney
A cosy 9-hoh!i* ideal I'or families. Beautiful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-holc 
game, Clubs and cart rentals ■ picnic and barbecue facilities - swimming bench, IMioiic 
,656.4621.:'
BRKNTWOOI>IINN,7172l»aiilwood Drive, HrciUwood. 652-2413 
Livecnlcrininment, Couniry Folk Style Friday and Saturday in The Lounge, 9-12 p.rn.
SAUMJN FISHING, BottI Uciiial, Guided I'yiliiRTrips (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the protected Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd, at the 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay, Phone 652-1014, 1'
PANORAMA LEISURK CENTRE, 1885 Forest Park Drive
Svyimming skating and recreation programs for every member of the family. Consult our 
brochure for details or phone 656-7271 for fiirfher Information.
HOTEL SIDNEV, 2537 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1131 _
Entertfthunenl In the LoniiBe each Monday Nlghl, 8-11 p.m. Country and Western with 
Norm Winquest, Rob Hollis and Ralph Nlcforth, (Friday and Saturday night* 842 p.m. 
Varied Pub entertainment). Every Wednesday,night 8-12 p.m. U talent night in the pub.
THE PRAIRIE INN, Corner Ml. Newton Cross Roads and East Saanich Rd, 6564575 
Relax by the fire and listen lo live emcitaiumcm while playing CItess, Ciibbagc, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Dans or Pool,
royal OAK INN, •««() Wk Lake Dr., Victoria, 658*5231
Disco Dancing ut Tlie Thaitlv Monday to Saturday on die two liveliest dance Boors in 
Victoria. No cover charge except Friday • Saturday.
SIDNEY TitAVKLODGK, 2280 Beacon Ave., Sidney, 656-1176 
Foniieii Place every Friday and Saturday niglit 9- 2 a.rti., dance to the music of the 50’s.
Continued from Page 1
“Ken used it basically as 
a teaching aid but we were 
always aware of its beauty 
and historical value,” Mrs. 
Zmuda said.
The ship bone model was 
owned by an acquaintance. 
Delapidated, dirty, it was 
kept by him in a cardboard 
box. “He didn’t- see the 
value of it,” Mrs. Zmuda 
said. “One day he came to 
Ken and asked to trade it 
for some article we had.”
The couple didn’t 
hesitate. They’d seen 
similar models in museums 
and, although they had no 
idea then how it could be 
restored, they knew it was a 
treasure.
“We guarded it for years 
until we met Christof- 
fersen,” Mrs. Zmuda said. 
Much research and two 
year’s work went into the 
model the curator restored, 
she said. ,
Other items from a sea of' 
maritime treasures:
POLICE WEEK
Sidney RCMP and 
Central Saanich police will 
be celebrating Police Week 
with displays at Sanscha 
Hall, 1 to 5 p.m.
Exhibits will feature 
neighborhood watch, block 
parents, auxiliary police, 
bike safety, arson alert, 
radar equipment and many 
others. ,
Admission is free and so 
is the coffee.
• A beautiful solid brass 
model of a German E boat
• Model of a harpoon, 
carved in bone
• A Wake light — used 
during World War II on the 
stern of ships in convoy. Of 
solid brass with a dark 
cobalt blue light, the item is 
“very rare”, Mrs. Zmuda 
said.
• Ship’s figurehead in 
solid brass
• Wheel of the Beatrice, 
a ferry ship operated in
vm
these waters ih early 19lh 
century ,
» Forward part of a 
ship’s bow with name 
“Faultless” inscribed. The 
ancient vessel was sunk off 
Sooke.
A number of binnacles, 
octants, sextants, old 
compasses, a telegraph, 
bony light, many beautiful 
models of ships — the items 
are endless and augur a 
maritime display 
guaranteed to draw crowds.
rislasiiSaw
.Co-
617 CHATHAM St.'. 













Chicken from the Spit 
Complete Steak Dinner 
Hamburger Selection 
Open Salad Bar 
Licenced Premises
ROYAL OAK SHOPPING CENTRE
The cost of dental care is a major concern in many 
families... and Social Credit is moving to meet that 
concern. In the recent budget, your Social Credit 
government announced its commitment to develop 
B.C.’s first provinclally-operated Denticare program... 
with legislation to be introduced during the next 
session of the Legislature. The new comprehensive 
Denticare program will provide an important measure 
of protection for those British Columbians who are not 







Fivfti small bnsiiwssuwn lo trade union memhets, 
SmalCmIit amdidates aw irntpie Horn ali walks of life.,, 
united in their Mieftimt Soebd CnHiit is Iwst for HQ
Hn May 10, vote for the 




WHO SAYS YOU 
CANT VOTE TWICE?
Vote conservative on 
May 10 and you can 
do it again May 22.
THAT WAY YOU 
CAN’T GO WRONG
JOHN GREEN
Phone John at 384-0334 
or652-9926
This advt. paid for by a lot of people who 
want John Green for their MLA
Let us make 
Your Life Better
with a 2 Drawer Nightstand
, V lif y-'.V •' A‘-r ' ■: ;• ^
-• ‘’it*''
EARTH BALL attracted the attention of a large number of people 
during the new games sessions held at the Panorams Leisure Center 




■ 2513 beacon ave. 65S-3724
WHEELCHAIR VOLLEYBALL was demonstrated by the B.C. 
Wheelchair Team as part of the festivities. Those participating against




British Columbia Provincial General Election 
Thursday, May 10,1979
HANDICAPPED
Those persons suffering from handicaps which prevent them 
leaving their automobiles or entering a polling place unaided 
may attend at the advanced poll location.
There will be special facilities for blind persons to vote in private.
Advance Poll Dates and Times
> Thursday. May 3,1979 ................. ..............,,1:00 p,m,-9:00 p.m.
Friday, May 4. 1979,,.,.,   .1:00 p,m,-9:00 p.m,
Saturday, May 5,1979 .1:00 p,m,-9:00 p.m.
All lirnes aio Pacific Dayliqht Saving Time
Advance Poll Voting Location
SAANICH AND THE ISLANDS
Margaret Vaughn-Birch Hall,
4th Street, Sidney 
United Church Hall,
Hereford Avenue. Ganges 
First United Church Followahip Hall,
932 Balmoral Strool. Victoria ■'
Jim Robertson, Rolurning Olficor
Or at the abovo location on Election day, Thursday, May 10,1979.
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WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
,We Reseive The Right To Limit Quantities




























































without leaving your facllitlos, It will bo Iobs rushed at iho 
advanced polls than on polling day.
PloasQ bring your official "Wliore lo Vole” card.
K. L. Morion, Chief Electoral Officer 
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The Provincial Election
Voters have two important considerations to 
think about before casting their ballot in the 
provincial election May 10 — the political party 
which they would like to administer the province 
and the individual representation in Saanich and 
the Islands. ' ■
Issues are often difficult to sort out amidst the 
bombast and political rhetoric of a political 
campaign, but there are issues which clearly 
divide the three main parties vying for a 
mandate.
Social Credit is running on a platform clearly 
defined in the recent budget speech. Bill Bennett 
and his colleagues tell us they found the 
province in desperate, financial straits when they 
took over the reins of power in 1975. But 
through some unpopular tax measures and 
continued good management of provincial 
resources they have managed to put B.C. back 
on track and are now able to offer us relief with 
a sales tax cut to 4 per cent, a denticare prograih 
and increased homeowner and renter grants.
They are able to do this, they sayiAbecaiise 
they work out what they are able to spend on 
social programs, then design the programs to fit 
; theirdudget.
According to the Spcreds, this philosophy is 
different to the New Domocratic Party’s, who,, 
they say, design social programs they believe will 
be popular, then scramble to pay for them — an 
action often resulting in deficit financing.
The NDP says the Socreds have been a 
heartless government, ruling for the million- 
naires and not the common people. NDPers 
claim Bill Bennett’s government has lied to and
‘d^rtsucedBiritish Columbians in order tdbenefit
Unfounded Criticism
Last week there appeared in this newspaper, a 
somewhat acrimonious attack on the local 
RCMP detachment concerning ‘overpolicing’ in 
this area. The charge was made by Mr. Denis 
Paquette, President of the Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of Commerce before a full 
meeting of that body.
Mr. Paquette stated that he was concerned 
with the dilligence with which RCMP members 
were picking up intoxicated persons on the 
streets of downtown Sidney and lodging them in, 
cells. “If they, (the RCMP), knew who they 
were dealing with, the individual probably 
would not be indiscriminately placed in the 
drunk tank,’’ commented Mr. Paquette. He 
referred to the local detachment as a training 
force.
Along with his father Mr. Paquette is the 
proprietor of Hotel Sidney, and as such he has a 
vested interest in the drinking habits of persons 
frequenting his establishment and no doubt feels 
some concern when they find themselves lodged 
in the local jailhouse for the night.
However, we strongly disagree with his 
conviction that the town is overpoliced. 
Regularly nightly RCMP foot patrols in Sidney 
have reduced vandalism and other related 
crimes, most of which are inspired by alcohol 
inflamed minds.
If someone wishes to enjoy a quiet glass or 
two at a local tavern* that is their business. 
However, if a small minority of these persons 
persist in drinking to a point where they become 
obnoxious to their fellow residents or take to the 
wheel of an automobile whilst under the in­
fluence of alcohol they must suffer the con­
sequences.
The Sidney detachment has a team of men on 
regular patrol whose average length of service 
with the force has been at least eight years. They 
are seasoned veterans in their profession and 
could hardly be called a training force.
Younger members are usually accompanied or 
else stationed within the detachment office for 
their initial on-the-job training.
I As with any disciplined force of men
operating under the within the detachment 
■ As with any disciplined force of men
operating under and within situations involving 
constant stress indiscretions can occur. In the 
odd case, a constable may be over enthusiastic in 
the persuit of his duties but we submit this is far 
from being the rule.
On the contrary, Sidney RCMP under the 
most excellent direction of Staff Sgt. George 
Whittaker, could hardly be more cooperative 
with the public at large. ^ B hi;s
members deserve more than ill-founded 
criticism . . . especially when it is delivered from 
the president of the local. Chamber of Com­
merce. ; ’ ‘ •
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir;
How did the story of 
Little Red Riding Hood go? 
Didn’t the wolf, having 
devoured the grandmother 
and donned her clothes, get 
into bed and inveigle the 
little girl into the house by 
simulating the gentle voice 
of the old lady? Never­
theless, Red Riding Hood 
did have some misgivings.
“Oh! Grandmama, what 
a big mouth you have!”
Whereiipon, the wolf seized 
the tittle girt, remarking, 
“All the better to eat you 
with.”
Just so. Only this time 
round, it is no fairy tale. 
The name of the little girl is 
British Columbia and the 
name of the wolf is Social 
Credit.
“Social Credit works for 
you.”
You bet it does! That 
budget, already dearly paid 
for by the people of British 
Columbia over the last 
three years, seems very 
sweet, very enticing, But 
beware! Those jaws are 
exceedingly big and 
powerful. The Social Credit 
machinery is built to exploit 
the people, no less than the 
resources of the province of 
British Columbia ex­





share in the management of 
the province?
And, on the same topic, 
there is now no longer any 
need for councils to have a 
two-thirds majority in order 
to make long-lasting zoning 
decisions. One single vote is 
enough, so the safeguards 
have gone.
All this from a gover­
nment which makes pretty 
speeches about people 
participation. 1 believe that 
the shareholders in this 
province, that’s you and 
me, should elect a new 
Board of Management.
Yours very truly 
R.A. & P.C. Bompas 
1932 Mt. Newton X Rd., 
Saanichton, B.C.
the Benefit of all 
MANKIND. “STOP” 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
Now that we are in the 
throes of an election, it is, 
perhaps, an opportune 
moment to raise the subject 
of Sidney Island again. The 
Socreds have refused to buy
the island from the present 
owner. Jack Todd, who has 
more than once stated that 
he wants the island to go to 
the province of British 
Columbia and is prepared 
to listen to a reasonable 
offer from the government. 
What does the government 
say? It’s too much money, 
they say, we haven’t got it 
to spend on buying parks.
This is the time for all 
concerned citizens to take a
long, hard look at the 
present government’s parks 
and recreation record. It is 
lamentable, to put it mildly. 
They are seriously en­
tertaining proposals to 
allow logging in our B.C. 
parks; we have green-belt 
land being eroded time and 
time again on the pressure 
of developers; we have 
Sidney Island on our 
doorstep and thus a 
Continued on Page 9
WEATHER SUMMARY
Moon Mox. (Apr. 23) 












LONG TERM AVERAGESS RESEARCH STATION
If elected, the NDP says, they will better serve 
tii^pebple and ensiire there willv% ho sellout of 
B.G. resources because they will fix royalty costs j 
aL a rate that will guarantee resource preser­
vation. ,
pjctory Closes i^ge
It could only happen in Sidney.
Dave Barrett also promises to establish an 
Alaska-B.C. rail jink, a move Socreds say they 
support only if Alaska pays the majority of the 
.costs.;;
Only the rarified air of the Saanich Peninsula 
could produce and nurture the breed of oldsters 
who defeated ■— in one single blow — the Motor 
Vehicle Branch.
The Progressive Conservative Party says it.is a 
moderate alternative between the far right and 
far left in B.C. politics, but promises ex­
tensive tax cuts with no explanation of how they 
will reduce government services don’t sub­
stantiate this moderate tag — and neither does 
the recent behaviour of Tory party leader Vic 
Stephens.
Faced with a ruling that they would, in the 
future, have to take their driving tests in Vic­
toria instead of Sidney, these elderly folk, many 
in their late 80s, reacted with a spirit one would 
associate more with the“now’’ generation.
Were they going to sit down under this edict? 
No, sir!
Editor, The Review, Sir;
Do people reially realize 
the impact that animals 
have on our daily lives? 
They provide food, 
clothing/ entertainment, 
companionship : and a 
variety of other tangible 
and intangible necessities to 
mankind. This has been 
true throughout history, 
but we often take the 
animal kingdom for 
granted.
This is triie of some of 
our beautiful wildlife, 
valuable domestic livestock 
and companion animals 
such as the family dog, cat 
or horse. We so often 
regard things as dispensible, 
or simply for Voiir con­
venience and we should all 
stop to appreciate the vital 
role of animal life to 
^mankind.-;.Tsyn;‘;iv.-'.;:
This letter is prompted 
because May 6 to 12 is Be 
Kind to Animals Week. The 
observance is .sponsored by 
the Victoria branch of the 
B.C. SPCA and humane 
organizations throughout 
the area.
Emphasis this year is on 
the over-population of dogs 
and cats; one act of kin­
dness is to have your pet 
spayed or neutered to 
prevent unwanted off­
spring. Consider the fate of 
the unwanted. It is anything 
but kind.
Sincerely, 
Inspector H.R.F. Dyer 
Acting Mnnngcr 
3150 Napier Lone 
Victoria
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I read with some interest 
your reporter’s account of 
the recent meeting to Sidney 
and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce, as 
reported in the April 25 
issue of The Review.
It seems to me that rather 
than cast doubts on the 
ability of the RCMP to do 
their job, as brought up by 
two local residents and 
agreed with by Mr. 
Paquette, the president of 
the local Chamber of 
Commerce, that we, as 
local citizens, should do 
everything in our power to 
assist and back up the 
RCMP in the performance 
of their duties.
Firstly, my observations 
over the last 25 or so years 
that the RCMP has been 
policing this area, is that the 
quality of members of the 
force is quite exceptional, 
especially in this age when it 
seems to have become 
fashionable to downgrade 
disciplined authority.
Secondly, to refer to the 
local RCMP as a “training 
force” when each member 
of the RCMP team has had 
excellent disciplinary and 
police training in their 
training establishment prior 
to being assigned to police 
duties appears absurd.
And, lastly, when crime 
is increasing throughout the 
country to criticize our 
protectors is stupid. ” ;
Ydursvcry;truly, 
John W.C. Barclay 
il070 Chalet Road
Moon Mok. 13.9“C
Record Mox. (Apr. 25/71) 24.4°C 
Moon Min. 4.7®C
Record Min. (Apr. 23/50) *1.7°C
Meon Temp. 9.2''C
Precipilotion lor year 365J mm
Max. Temp. (Mar. 23 & 28)
Min. Temp. (Mor. 26) '-5^





Brought lo you through the courtesy of
.n^and used 6 sail.and pov\?er«• i
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(corner Harbour Rd. <& Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 







plicable toward our 
SERVICE
CHUReH
Attend The Church OfXour Choice 
This Weekend
Hugh Curtis, Social Credit, John Mika, NDP 
and John Green, Progressive Conservative are 
the three candidates for Saanich and the Islands.
Incumbent Social Credit MLA Hugh Curtis 
has been on the political scene for many years. 
An MLA since 1972, Saanich mayor for nine 
years and an alderman before that, Curtis is a 
veteran on the political scene who has 
represented Saanich and the Islands well. He 
helped obtain aid for many whorthwhile 
community services and worked hard to secure 
$3 million from the provincial government for 
the peninsula waterline,
They organized a petition protesting the 
decision and within a few days there were 50 
signatures on it with more to come as the word 
spread.
Perhaps they were lucky that a provincial 
election was in the offing, although we think the 
intransient oldsters would still have pulled it off.
Curtis enjoyed a high profile in Bennett’s 
cabinet, serving three years ns minister of 
.Municipal affairs before taking over as 
provinciai secretary and minister of government
■;;;'services. ■," ■' ■
As soon as Hugh Curtis, MLA, Saanich and 
the Islands, got wind of the petition he 
despatched Alex Fraser, minister of tran­
sportation, communications and highways to 
Sidney to meet with senior citizens.
And there, in the Sidney Hotel, Fraser 
capitulated without even an argument, giving an 
immediate undertaking that seniors would be 
able to once more take their tests in Sidney.
NDP challenger John Mika, although 
standing for MLA for the first time, is no 
newcomer to provincial politics. He wai for­
merly legislative correspondent for the Victoria 
Times, served a.s an executive assistant to 
Barrett’s cabinet and is currently in his second 
term as a Saaanich alderman. Hardworking, 
Mika is expected to draw some stipport,
Conservative John Green is another former 
newspaperman and author who served as Tory 
Leader Vic Stephen’s executive assistant. 
Stephens has said that if a Consetvaiive 
government Is elected, Green will be finance 
irilnisier.
Those arc the personalities and the Issues. We 
believe British Columbia will be better served 
with a return ol the Social CTcdii govcrnmcniis 
and Saanich and the Islands will he more ef­
fectively represented with the re-election of 
Hugh Curtis.
The victory was so easy, it left protesters 
temporarily dumbfounded.
i Of course, one could make out a case for the 
Motor Vehicle Branch. The department’s ruling 
would have eliminated a number of elderly 
drivers on the peninsula because they would 
have failed their test in Victoria. For some, the 
bu,sy traffic of Victoria is now too much and 
many have not driven in the city for years,
One could argue that tho.se who can’t drive in 
traffic should not be on the roads.
But this is Sidney, where a tolerance prevails 
and mo.st people feel sympathetic to the needs of 
the elderly. Without a bus service, the aged 
become prisoners and totally dependent on 
others for their shopping and visiting needs.
As well, police say that elderly people, as a 
group, are not u problem on the roud.s,
* So, it's hats off to the old folk who proved 
they still have some fire in their bellies,
, Two lines ft um a poem by DyiaA Thomas aayi
it all;
Do not go gently into that good night.
Rage, rage agaln.st the dying of the light...
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The Social Credit 
government has made a big 
point of its generosity in 
iianding out to the people 
of British Columbia the so 
called “free" B.R.l.C. 
shares. They say, “These 
are yours —• they belong to 
the people of this province. 
It’s the people's right to 
share in their own 
resources.”
Leaving aside the fact 
that the Resources Cor­
poration belonged to all of 
the people all of the time 
anyway, the impression this 
is supposed lo leave is one 
of a government which 
wants the people to share 
wltlt It in the management 
of the province, But 
meanwhile, back at the 
ranch, just what has been 
linppcning over the past 
three years of Social Credit 
government?
Instead of respecting the 
democratic process and the 
right of the people to have a 
voice in government, the 
Socreds have brought in 
legislation in the field of 
municipal affairs which 
allows the Minister to 
overrule decisions reached 
by majority vote on 
municipal councils. So If 
the people who elect local 
aldermen in the expectation 
of achieving certain ob 
jectives, based on the 
candidates' platform 
speeches, find that 
deniof’ratfi' di-cirion') mnde 
by duly elected represen 
tatlves can be changed on 
the whim of the Minister, 
where does that leave their
Editor, The Review, Sir;
‘Lest you have forgotten 
or would like to know,’
During the Minority 
governments of the 1920’s, 
the Old Age Pensions Act 
was passed, the proponents 
were J.S. Woodsworth, 
A.A. Heaps and Agnes 
McPhail. At the same time 
the foundation for the 
Unemployment Insurance 
Act was laid, the 
proponents were J.M. 
Coldwell and Stanley 
Knowles.
In 1942, the Unem­
ployment Act, became a 
reality no longer was there 
the humiliation of relief.
In 1957, the Hospital 
Insurance Act, the 
proponents were J.M. 
Coldwell and Stanley 
Knowles. Under the 
Minority government of 
1962-63, Medicare was 
produced, the proponent 
Stanley Knowles. This was 
copied from the Medicare 
program that had been set 
up in Saskatchewan under 
New Democratic Gover­
nment with Tommy 
Douglas as Premier.
Here in British Columbia 
under a New Democratic 
Government from 1973"74, 
Mincome became part of 
the lives of people from 60 
to 65 years of age. Phar- 
macarc followed. All these 
things far the benefit of 
MANKIND, through the 
dedication of your C.C.F. 
and N.D.P. Members of 
government,
Stanley Knowles fought 
for 25 years to have Indexed 
Pensions, David Lewis was
the proporient of PctiLKinri 
of Canada.
The Social Credit 
Government would sell or 
destroy YOUR very 
Heritage, - (Skagit Valley, 
Kootenay Valleys, 
Numerous Rivers, 
Okanagan Lake, not to 
mention the advocation of 
NUCLEAR POWER, 
tndlscriininatiyin of 
spraying,) • so that a selfish, 
greedy, power grabbing few 
might benefit. No nty dear 
friends, the Sun and the 
Moon in the Sky above, the 
green Enrth with its 
Minerals, Oa$ and Oil 
belo)y, and the fish In the 
Sea,The Clear Pure Water# 
of the Rivers, are there for
Anglican Church ol Conodo
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
Sunday, May 6,1979 . 
;r:': : ST;:MARY’S' : 
9:30! a.m; / Matins 
Wednesday, May 9th , 
10:00 a.m.
/ Communion 
; . \:ST.^STEPHEN’S 





7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship 
Rev; Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office: 652-4311 






Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Office; 656-3213 
Residence: 656-1930 
















9925 FIFTH STREET, 
..//■SIDNEY, B.C.
Sunday Services 





Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at heart 







10364 McDonald Park Rd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
Tuesday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“ Preaching the Clirisi- 






71 SO Eo,t Saanich Rd. 
9;45a.m. 
J}RENTWOOD 










7:30 p.m, Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 





9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 and 7:00 p.m, - 
Mr. Wayne Sco.tt, 
Abbotsford, B.C. 
Tuesday - Friday 
[May 7-11]
Special children’s 
meetings. 7:00 p.m. each 
evening.













6:00p.m. Gospel Rally 
Wednesday
7:30p.m, Bible Study 
Friday
7:30 p.in. Young Peoples











11 too a.m, Morning
Prayer
Rector
Rev, W.M. Dobson 
652-3860
Anglican Church ol Canada
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9686.3rd. St.. Sidney 
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 






OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPITON 
7726W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m. 
.Sunday Mass 9:(X) a, in,
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7008 VV. Saanich ltd. 
Ureiilwoud Bay 






Meets each Sunday 
Keating Eteni. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11 tpO a.m 
Bible Study 7:30 p.m,
at Chapel
j 9830 X 5ih Si. Sidney 
Phone 652.38»8
Peace Lutheran
2195 Weller Ave. 
SUNDAY 
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26th Annual Saanich Peninsula Arts And Crafts Show Forthcoming
On Saturday and Sun­
day, May 5 and 6, 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m., Sanscha Hall, 
Sidney, will be the centre 
for one of the biggest and 
best displays of talent in the 
Pacific Northwest in the 
arts and crafts. The Saanich
Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Society will bring to this 
centre their latest and best 
works — the culmination of 
years of study and con­
centrated endeavor.
The fetUured artist this 
year, the 26th anniversary
DRY CLEAPIII^SG 
SPECIALS




. cleaners BKACiON AVTv •SIDNEY
of their founding, will be 
Mrs. Kathleen Craig, of 
Sooke, a weaver of high 
quality tapestries. Kathleen 
has studied art in England, 
Erance and Ontario, but it 
was not until she came to 
Victoria that she took up 
weaving under Katherine 
Dickerson. She has since 
won many awards in this 
media, both here and the 
United States. Kathleen is 
curretitly exhibition 
chairman of Victoria
Handwcavers and Spinners 
Guild and is preparing the 
exhibit of the guild for the 
Pacific-Northwest 
Exhibition (biennial) in 
June at Spokane. She will 
be demonstrating on the 
stage at the Sanscha Hall.
The other demonstrators 
will be members of SPAC 
and invited craftpersons.
On Saturday the SPAC 
members will be demon­
strating spinning yarn and 
on the Sunday Judith
COLOR T.V. PROBLEMS?
Sidney T.V. - Radio
BEACON PLAZA MALL
656-5332 THE GUEST ARTIST — Kathleen Craig — 
a weaver of tapestries — at Sanscha Hall on 
May 5 and 6 at the Saanich Peninsula Arts 
and Crafts Show and Sale.
McKenzie, of Victoria, a 
spinner trained at Hand­
craft House, North Van­
couver, and now teaching at 
Fan Tan Gallery.
SPAC members Muffet 
Grieve and Mavis Mooney 
will be the pottery 
demonstrators for the two 
days. Stained glass will be 
demonstrated by member 
Bill Doggart.
Members Wanda Hull 
and Niel Milner will be 
showing the latest in oil 
technique. On Saturday 
another member, Maxine 
Bradley, will bring you up- 
to-date in water colors. 
Also, Mimi Jones, of 
Victoria, has been invited to
display her talents in 'the 
water color medium.
From The Elouse of the 
Whale’s Ribs, Hornby 
Island, David Yuill has 
agreed to demonstrate 
drawing on both days. He 
will bring a number of 
pieces of jhis medieval 
village to display.
On both days, Nancy 
Secter, of Victoria, has, 
accepted the invitation to 
demonstrate Batik.
Clay sculpture will be 
demonstrated by Bob 
Brinton, of Victoria. There 
will be a number of large 
sculptures on display.
Inge Eck, of Victoria, 
now demonstrating as a
silversmith, was formerly 
an art teacher. She never 
creates more than one piece 
alike, insisting that to do so 
would be to cross the line 
between artist and craft­
sman, treating each piece as 
a separate creation.
Portraits done by Tine 
Xndriessen Booth, who 
uses a variety of media in 
her art. Tine believes 
strongly that it is necessary 
for children to be taught art 
and that everyone should 
realize the importance of 
art in their own lives.
Tickets for the show and 
sale may be bought from 
the members of SPAC for
A.C.W. Meet
The afternoon branch of 
the ACW of the Brentwood 
Chapel met on April 17 at 
the home of Mrs. R.O. 
Roxborough, 1156 Sluggett 
Road. One hundred and 
fifty dollars was donated to 
the chapel funds. The chief 
matter under consideration 
was the Dogwood Tea, to 
be held in the Brentwood 
Community Hall on May 5.
The tea will be opened by 
Mrs. Ivan Futter at 2 p.m. 
and, besides a delicious tea, 
there will be stalls of 
needlework, home baking, 
plants, white elephant and 
books, attic treasures and a 
special new art section. The 
“Turn-about Boutique” 
will again have a splendid 
selection of good used 
clothing.
the usual .50 cents. The door 
prizes, worth over an 
estimated $500, will be 
donated by members: 
Gillian Mackie — pottery: 
Molly G. Mitchell — large 
(framed) water color; Jean 
Murray — gouache 
(framed) painting; Andrew 
Stewart — a slate .sculpture 
on wood.
The jurors who will select 
the paintings and crafts for
special commendation arc; 
paintings and sculptures — 
Windsor Utley and John 
Kyle; pottery — Jan 
Groves; fabric arts — 
Elizabeth Kerfoot.
RUMMAGE SALE
SAT., MAY 5, 10 A.M. - 2 P.M.
ST. MARY’S A.C.W. 
CULTRA AVE. SAANICHTON
Rawn said Peters was 
charged with failing to yield 
and driving without due 
care and attention.
Rawn said he was not, as 
previously reported.
ACCIDENT REPORT
An accident reported in 
the April 25 issue of The 
Review was incorrect, says 
Robert Rawn, 193 Clio,
Victoria, one of the drivers 
involved in a two-car 
collision.
Rawn said the accident 
occurred on 5th Street,
Sidney, not Bevan. He said 
he was driving on 5th Street 
when a car, driven by 
Raymond Peters, turned 
from Bevan onto 5th, came 
over into Rawn’s lane and 
hit his vehicle. 2
^INCORRECr
2405 BEACOf^ AVE., Sidney
(Upstairs in the Town Square)
656-5831
HA VING DIFFICULTY GETTING 
A PROFESSIONAL CREASE?
Try soaking a press cloth in a solution of 1 c. 
water and 1 tbsp. vinegar. The vinegar helps to 
obtain a sharper, more professional crease in 
skirts, pants, etc.
travelling with “his 
girlfriend passenger, 
Bonnie.” The passenger in 
his car was a neighbor, 
Bonnie Turenne, 181 Clio, 
Victoria.
Surprise mother on her day 
with a GIFT ctsrfifkafe 
from Alisa's,
Every 6 niinute.s another 
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The Fitness Festival 
may be over but the focus 
on fitness continues. We 
hope that you can find the 
way to your own personal 
fitness assisted by the 
experts who attended the 
festival. The recreation 
department is only one 
place to find programs for 
fitness. Our community is 
rich in resources, especially 
outdoor ones. If you wish
to find out more about all 
the fitness resources in the 
community, contact the 
Recreation Centre. We're 
happy to help you.
The fitness family of the 
year ... the winners of the 
Circle of Games . . . was 
the RCMP family captained 
by Constable George 
Braithwaite. with his team 
Bonnie, Reid, Glenna and 
Tammy. Runners-up were 
Rob Sorensen. Theo Stad, 
Peter Steele, Ken Wright, 
Trevor and Carla, who 
formed the B.C. 
Wheelchair Team.
Congratulations to all the 
participants! A great time 
was had by all.
The arena is getting ready 
for the ne.xt big special 
event, the Second .Annual 
Motorama. May 4, 5 and 6. 
Times are: Friday, from 5 
p.m. to midnight; Satur­
day, from 11 a.m. to 10 
p.rn.; Sunday, from 11 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. The show is bigger 
and better than ever with 
approximately SI million 
worth of vehicles on show 
for every type of car 
fancier. The best of street 
rods, custom cars, 
motorcycles, trucks, vans 
and boats form Motorama 
'79 — the only car show of 
its kind on Vancouver 
Island. Admission is S3 and 
tickets will be on sale at the 
door.
May 7 is R-Day for the 
start of Panorama’s Roller 
Skating program. Pleasure 
roller skating sessions are 
scheduled for your en­
joyment throughout the 
week. Roller skating is a 
great lifetime spon and has 
come back in fashion this 
year. .All over North 






2328 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
TOWN OF SIDNEY
WHEREAS the family is the basic unit on which the well-being of our society is 
built;
AND WHEREAS 1979 is THE YEAR OF THE CHILD AND THE F.AMILY in 
.British Golurhbia; :
AND WHERE.AS, in recognition, the Council of the Town of Sidney deems it 
expedient to issue a Proclamation appointing the month of May, 1979, as F.AMILY 
MONTH in Sidney;
NOW BE IT KNOWN that the month of May, 1979. is hereby proclaimed as 
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10 > 20 LB.
Team Sidney Lists Excuses For Defeat In Tube Contest
in”, to get to work, to 
have fun and “cruise” with 
your friends. So join the 
fun at the Roller’ena. 
Panorama has roller skate 
rentals at 75 cents a pair 
and there is still time to 
enroll for roller skating 
lessons which start on May 
7. Teen spectacular is back 
May 11, from 8 to 11 p.m. 
Roller skate, skateboard or 
disco dance to the beat of 
Spinky’s Canned Music, 
three hours of exciting 
music and action.
May events for the 
recreation department 
include: the Family Folk 
Dance Workshop on May 
27 at Sanscha Hall. Two 
great instructors will be on 
hand all day Sunday to 
instruct in a wide variety of 
dance fun. Karia Leschke, 
well-known founder of the 
Kopanitsa dance group, will 
be showing us the great 
dances of the Balkans, 
Middle East and Eastern 
Europe. Lucy Whitehouse, 
a p>opular local instructor, 
will be leading us in the 
beauty of Scottish counir>’ 
dancing. A special guest 
display will be made by the 
Inter-Cultural Association 
of Victoria. Cost of the all­
day workshop is SIO per 
person or S30 for the entire 
family. You can enroll now 
at the Leisure Centre.
Good News Bears is the 
title of the mixed softball 
group that started last w’eek 
with Lee Ife at Sidney 
school. This is a great way 
to have fun, keep fit and 
play ball. Lee has games 
lin^ up with such greats as 
the RCMP ball team, the 
Peninsula Recreation staff 
(a group of fantastic 
players) and many more. 
All she needs is par­
ticipants. If you’re in­
terested, drop in to Sidney 
school, Wednesdays at 6:30 
p.m., and join the gang.
From the pool: anyone 
between the ages of eight 
and 16 interested in joining 
a summier swim team can dp 
so by contacting the 
:i;-i;ece^pn^; aLthe cenue' as
The Team Sidney Racing 
Squad which recently 
competed in the first 
Panorama Politicians 50- 
mile Challenge Inner Tube 
Race held as part of the 
family fitness festival at 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
wants to set the record 
straight concerning its 
defeat at the hands of 
North Saanich council.
Despite an incredibly fast 
start by the tube driver .Aid. 
Ross Martin and a record 
setting second lap by Aid. 
Peter Grant, the North 
Saanich tube won a narrow 
victory, said a Sidney team 
spokesman.
Major factor in Sidney’s 
loss was an intervening 





By LYALL RIDDELL 
To all bowlers who, 
during the year, bowled a 
300 or more in league play 
— we’re having a 300 Club 
playoff on May 14 at 7 and 
9 p.m. Please enter your 
names for this event at the 
lanes. Pins over average, 
come out and win cash and 
prizes.
Spring leagues w’ill 
commence on May 8 at 7 
p.m. and May 10 at 7 p.m. 
Make sure your teams are 
entered. This league shall 
finish on June 28. Cash 
prizes.
Congratulations must go 
out to Gus Cormier who 
bowled 924, the highest at 
Sidney Lanes this year — 
331, 279, 314 — in the 
Bowspiel. -
Eileen Wilson bowled in 
the “Bowler of the Week” 
tournament in Victoria this 
past Sunday and, because 
of nervousness, was an 
“also ran”. Never mind, 
Eileen, congratulations 
from us all.
Our congratulations go 
to Wally Wienburguer from 
the Town & Country' Lanes, 
who bowled a “450” 
perfect garnC in Vancouver 
;oh,Sunday^'' ■
simultaneious failure of the 
rudder mechanism and 
direction finder. The 
situation was further 
complicated by soggy 
matches which made it 
difficult for Marlin to light 
what he said was an un­
derwater burner.
Sidney council, said the 
spokesman, in its usual 
enthusiasm to save ta.x- 
payers’ money decided to 
go with a used model tube 
salvaged from a Firestone 
500 radial found on a 
vintage ’58 Edsel at a 
•Millstream autowreckers. 
Spendthrift North Saanich 
council had authorized 
unlimited funding for its 
entry and further is alleged 
to have had the backing of 
an unnamed tube 
manufacturer and blimp 
firm.
The Sidney Team was 
further hindered by. an 
inherent weakness in 
design, with the square tube 
lacking the streamlined 
qualities hoped for.
“.A last minute effon by 
Hank Vissors of Sidney 
Tire to grind down the 
corners, while much ap­
preciated and effective to
some degree, could not 
overcome the basic problem 
and left the tire somewhat 
weakened structurally.”
The team says it has 
commissioned Hank to 
design a new triangular 
shaped model which it is 
hoped will plane better. 
“The 30-foot mast and 
colorful spinnaker fronted 
with the town crest and 
backed with an image of 
clerk administrator Geoff 
Logan, while an awe­
inspiring sight, was ren­
dered somewhat ineffective 
when the expected 
nor'wester failed to 
materialize at the pool.”
Sidney Team says it has 
re-issued the challenge to 
North Saanich council for 
Sidney Days, • 1979, the 
event to take place over a 
marked course in the shark- 
infested waters off Sidney 
Wharf. Meanwhile, .Aid. B. 
Ethier, a B.C. Ferries 
engineer, is overhauling the 
engine of the Sidney tube. 
.Aid. Manin is taking a 
seamanship course from 
Gungha Captain John 
Manning and Aid. Peter 
Grant is out daily practicing 
his helmsmanship aboard
the Skaga.
Alderman Ross Martin 
savs he would like to extend
the challenge to include 
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SIDNEY LITTLE LEAGUE President. Barb 
DeNVolfe presents a plaque, in commemoriation 
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.Sidney Little League 
president Barb DeWolfc hit 
the ceremonial ’’first 
pitch”, thrown by retiring 
umpire Harry Chambers to 
officially open the 1979 
season of play,
Fred Kelly, assistant 
district administrator of the 
Little League organization, 
served as, the catcher for the 
ceremonial pitch..
During the ceremony, 
Chambers was pretented 
with a plaque in ap. 
preciaiion of his years of 
service 10 the league, and 
certificates were distributed 
to attending sponsors in
theirrecognition of 
financial support.
The league has acquired a 
piece of land .adjacent to the 
existing diamond and this 
season all games will be 
played in the same vicinity. 
The 200-player league 
previously had to utilize 
other parks in the area for 
its minor progr.sm, which 
made it difficult for parents 
wlio had children playing in 
both divisions
simultaneously.
David DeWotfe luad the 
honor of reciting the “Little 







'Largest Ever' Physique Competition
5 LB. BOX
PRICES ErFECTIVE MA Y Hi. Hth WHILE STOCKS LAST 




Warren Lirngman, two-time 
winner of the Mr. South 
Africa i: orgar.irinj*
and promotifig the “largest 
ever” physique corn* 
petition, to be held at the 
Ajuccit Lluabcu) . ilwouv, 
Vancouver, August 25.
The show vkil! feature 15 





Applications for employment may be made 
at the Track. Friday - May 4 and 11 from 4 
p.m. - 8 p.m.; Saturday - May 5 and 12 
from 9 a.m. -1 p.m.
m% DISCOUNT











Province qf^ri^h Colurhbta s.-:




The following Commissioners were appointed in accordance with the British Columbia 
Public Inquiries Act;
■ Dr. David V. Bates. Chairman 
Dr. James W. Murray 
Mr. Valter Raudsepp
Within the Terms of Reference, the Commissioners are to inquire into the adequacy of 
existing measures to provide protection in all aspects of uranium mining in British Colum­
bia. In particular, they are to examine the adequacy of existing Federal and Provincial 
requirements in British Columbia for;
(a) The protection of the health and safety of workers associated with exploration, 
mining and milling of uranium, and
(b) The protection of the environment, and
(c) The protection of the Public.
On completion of the inquiry, the Commissioners will make recommendations to the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council for selling and maintaining standards for workers and 
public safety, and (or protection of the environment in respect to exploration, mining and
rr;i!ling 0! uranium ores.
A preliminary schedule of Community Meetings in June and July 1979 has been arranged 
as follows;
KELOWNA


















Wednesday, July 4Vi/ednesday, June 20
The purpose, of the Community Meetings is to give the Commissioners the opportunity of 
understanding the local Issues facing these communities that could be aftecled bv uranium 
mining in British Columbia, it will also permit local organizations or members ol the public 
an early opportunity to express their views regarding the issues that are to be considered 
by the Commission. The Commission plans on returning to these and other communities
where required, at a later date alter more technical information is available, ’ '
Public interest groups who are applying for “Participant Funding* may, if they wish make 
an opening statement at these Meetings, but they will not bo expected to present S 
main subrnissions until the Fall Hearings, However, anyone who particularly wishes to 
•speak at the abovo Public Meetings in Juno or July, and who have not already done so 
are requested to advise the Secretary in advance, uy uono so.
During the course of the Hearings, the Commissioners will make on-aite inaooctions of 
uranium deposits and local environmental settings, oowunona 01
Universe title holders, a's
well as ’kppearances by 
f.imed trainer, Jo« Weidcr,
4 ti J I e k ti u V. ft e J
bodybuilder, Arnold 
Swartzcrtegacr.
Bill Pearl, fise tlmev Mr, 
UnivetM, ana hteve Davts. 
Mr. World, will be the 
erncets, and part of the 
seven nun judging team.
The locations, dates, and limes 0! the individual Public Hearings will be published in ad.
: vance in the appropriate regional and local newspapers... * uv-puousnuu m ao-
On behalf of th« Commigslon 
Brig, Gen. E, D, Danby (retired) 
I’f.t^utlwe Secretary 
Royal Commletlon of Inquiry 
into Uranium Mining 
3724 West Broadway 
V«f(KnMv»*f, P.C yi’frt 2C1 
Telephone: 224-2014 (collect)
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ON OR OFF 
THE JOB
Microwave ovens cook 
by radiation energy. The 
Workers’ Compensation 






8000 Arthur Drive, 
Saanichton, will be 
Reno-bound soon. 
Norma won a trip for 
two to Reno by pur­
chasing a raffle ticket at 
Denim Disco. Travel 
arrangements are by 
Aladdin Travel. Ticket 
was drawn April 28.
their safety by checking that’ 
there are no leaks. Make 
sure that the seals around 
the door are in good 
condition, with no pieces of 
food or other materials 
obstructing the seals.
A good check is to buy a 
fluorescent light bulb. 
Small ones are available at 
lighting shops. With a glass 
of water inside to protect 
the oven, close the oven 
door and switch on. Then, 
move the bulb around the 
edge of the door. If there is 
any radiation leaking out, 
the bulb will flicker on. If 
that happens, take the oven 
to get it Tixed, because 
radiation burns cause deep 
tissue damage.
TORO TRACTOR LAWNSAOWER 




TENNIS - starts May 7th
Instruction and Supervised Social Play 
for All Ages and All Levels 
6 lessons for $18.00 
— Juniors $15.00
Infonnatioii And Registration 
Jean Shaw - 656-1363 
Ann Graham - 652-3059 
Central Saanich- 652-4444
: im WEEK'S
presented to you 
by, , ,
IDI^EY Ten
2495 BEACON AVE. 656-4818
1. Dire Straits 
By Dire Straits
2. Breakfast in America




By Peaches & Herb
5. Night Flight to Venus 
ByBoneyM
6. Minute by Minute 




' By George Haeri^n^.r.,
9. Living Inside Your Love 
By George Benson
10. Desolation Angels 
ByBadCompany
Greetings from the world of rock and roll! You are 
now reading the column that chronicles the changes 
that are shaking our somewhat complacent music 
world. This year is similar in many ways to the year 
1963. Then the first murmers from The Beatles were 
affecting that music scene and a year later the great 
British Invasion washed over North America 
bringing rock and roll back to the continent that 
spawned it. Today we arc starting to pick up rum­
blings of the 'New Wave* that has already altered the 
European music climate. With a little well founded 
speculation the next Invasion can be scheduled for 
this summer and fall. The intention of this column is 
to review as many new groups and albums as 
possible, to help you as music fan and record buyer 
sort out the good from the rubbish.
How can I support the claim that our bland music 
scene is going to radically change this summer? Well 
the easiest answer is that the climate is right for a 
change, people are bored of disco, tired of the 
recycled riffs of the superstars who carry on making 
one more album just like the last album. In spite of 
the fears of today’s conservative radio programmers 
the music public want to hear something new. But 
who wants to go out and buy records, at today’s 
prices, that you have never heard? Radio philosophy 
is to play what sells hence the difficulty in getting 
new sounds on the airways.
Against these odds new music has managed to 
chalk up impressive enough sales to break into radio 
playlists, Artists such as Dire Straits, Elvis Costello 
and Blondie seem to herald the oncoming invasion. 
Recently Vancouver's FM rock station programmer 
said new wave makes up 10<Vo orthestaiions playlist; 
three months ago it was less than 1 Vo, what will it be 
in three months time? New groups are starting to 
tour Canada in unprccidentcd numbers and the 
successful ones will translate their appeal to record 
sales which in turn will affect radio play which will 
again affect record sales if you can follow the circle.
Another factor supporting the Imminent Inva.slon 
Theory is the amount of money the big record 
companies are spending signing and promoting new 
wave acts. Most tours of North American small halls 
loose money and the record companies pick up tlic 
tab for the losses. It ts unlikely they would be in­
vesting unless they were sure of a big return. Last 
year most new wave records were only available in 
Canada as imports; thl.s year the records arc not only 
being rcle.i.scd domc.siically but arc being givtm a lot 
of promotion ns well.
The Canadian music fan of the past has relied on 
the radio, the odd short lived music paper and word 
of mouth lo keep in touch with the music world. This 
column intends to change that; you, the reader, can 
join the ranks of the well informed simply by reading 
this column every week, Lack of information ii what 
gave the term punk rock such a bad name and most 
people arc still prejudiced against anything called 
punk because of its conotations with violence, The 
focus will be on music, either reviews of new albums 
or examinations of certain group* and musical 
trends, I hope you will find this column both in­
formative and entertaining. More important than 
that T hope you will sample some of the music 
:.u^c:.t€d^ ;'.nd dUcovtr for yourfrif that the new 
music is more than just background muzak. Stay 
tuned to this paper and before the stimmer you 




Some hiked, some hiked, some did both. 
Some participated, some came to watch but 
everyone had a good time.
There were gahtes, displays, tests, challenges, 
and above all, there was a comeraderie per­
vading the entire spectrum of the Peninsula 
Fitness Festival. It commenced Friday, April 27, 
with accent on the school children, and 
culminated Saturday, April 28, in a final dance.
The opening ceremonies, emceed by 
Alderman Eric Sherwood, included speeches by 
Provincial Secretary, Hugh Curtis, and 
Alderman Peter Grant, and a special presen­
tation by Provincial Fitness Co-ordinator, 
Wendy Robertson; a jacket, representative of 
Fitness B.C., to Hugh Curtis.
In his speech, Curtis said that the only 
Droblem he could see, in regards to the Fitness 
Festival, was a possible lack of participants. “It 
is unfortunate,’’ he said, “that more people did 
not choose to attend.”
One of the highlights of the festival, was the 
Great Innertube Race,” a challenge from 
Alderman Peter Grant, of Sidney, issued to the 
councils of North and Central Saanich. North 
Saanich answered the call, and Alderman Eric 
Sherwood, along with his partner, Bob 
Williams, defeated Grant and Ross Martin.
The organizers hope that the festival will 
become an annual event, and by the manner in 
which the general public responded, it is likely 
that their hopes will be realized.
End Of Season Soccer 
Picnic Held At Sidney School
Peninsula Soccer 
Association members 
gathered at Sidney 
Elementary School, 
Saturday, April 28, for 
their annual, “end of 
season” picnic.
seen staggering toward the 
refreshment booth at the 
end of the game, but the 
children didn’t slow down 
for a minute.
It was an enjoyable 
outing for the soccer
players, most of whom are 
now involved with baseball 
or other summer sports, 
and by outward ap­
pearances, they will 
definitely be eager to return 
to soccer, in the fall.
The children were given 
free hot-dogs, and 
beverages, as well as crests 
for their jackets, and in the 
case ‘ of two teams, were 
awarded trophies.
H & R MOTORCYCLE SALES
GIVES YOU 5 DAYS 
TO SAVE BIG ON YOUR
The Peninsula Hornets, 
winners of the Division 7C 
District Cup, were awarded 
th cup and individual 
medallions to com­
memorate the occasion. 
Peninsula Flyers, the 
Division 3 league cham­
pions, were awarded in­
dividual medallions also, in 
honour of that 
acheivement.
As each group arrived at 
the school, games between 
the players, and their 
coaches and parents, soon 
were underway. In most 
cases the children were the 
victors, not only on the 
scoreboard, but in the 
fatigue department as well. 
There were some very 
bedraggled looking adults
Central Saanich Little League'
Feature for feature you can't beat a Suzuki.. .And dollar for 
dollar it's tough to beat the values we're offering during 
Suzuki’s Spring Savings Days!
Central Saanich Little 
League opened its 10th 
season of play Saturday at 
Centennial Park.
League president Edith 
Cooke welcomed the 
parents and players during 
a brief opening ceremony 
that included a speech by 
Little League district ad­
ministrator Derek Brouard.
Brouard spoke with 
regards to the hopes of the
league acquiring land that 
borders Centennial Park 
and Hovey Road as a 
p,ermanent home for the 
190-player league. He said 
that a delegation had ap­
proached the Parks and 
Recreation Commission 
and that the commission 
has recommended ac­
ceptance of the request to 
Central Saanich council.
Following Brouard,
Dwaine Andrucko recited 
the “Little League Pledge” 
and Ron Drayton, Zone 
Chairman of Lion’s 
International, threw the 
ceremonial first pitch to 
officially open the season.
Suzuki bikes, Irom the big 4-stroke street machines to the 
ott-road/play bikes, you'll save big when you buy now. 
We've got 1978 models at the old prices. And although 
there's been a recent price increase on the 1979 models, 
we bought some stock before the increase, so you save on 
the 1979's too. We're ready to deal.
PRESENTAriONS MADE
SOME WOMEN go for men in uniform; any 
uniform as Sidney Hotel’s Al Graham found 
out. Graham took full advantage of his capacity 
as presenter of commemoriative plaques to the 
1978 Sidney Softball League Executive in ap­
preciation of their efforts.
The Senior Men’s 
Fastball League opened its 
1979 season .with presen­
tations of appreciation to 
the 1978 league executive.
Vice-president^; Don 
Boon, and the oldest player 
in the league. Al Graham,,, 
presented the gifts to Rose 
Walker, Eleanor ]^libtt, 
Fran Cross, Zella Pelkey, 
Vivian Hermsen and Tom 
Cronk.
Long-term sponsor, Len 
Bland, of Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods, was called
upon to deliver the 
ceremonial “first pitch”, 
which was caught by 
Graham, and the season 
was declared officially 
open,', ■
In her opening remarks, 
Cooke had announced that 
there was one team without 
a sponsor. Central Saanich 
Lions Club members, 
involved in another 
community service action at 
the park, immediately came 
to the rescue of the orphan 
team and guaranteed 
sponsorship.
With that announcement 
the; ceremonies closed and 
the.games commenced;
H a RJMOTORGYGIE SALES
9752-; 4th Street Sidney ; : 9-9 MONlvfRI. 9-6 SAT. 656-3433
DON MUNRO
mmmmmcLOCATIONS
Federal Progiressive Conservative 
isquimdt-Saanich
DECADE OF DISASTERS - TRUDEAU STYLE
♦over 1,000,000 Canadians jobics.s
'’a shrinking dollar — buys half of ten years ago
♦swollen government spending — four times ten years ago
♦higher taxes — twice average when Trudeau look office
♦ineffective government services -- more people, more money •— less service
•enough inve.stment money leti Canada last year to create 50,IKK) jobs,
Trudeau says: “Let’s not get obses.scd with intlation,” and “if it’s Just a job you 
want my heart docs not bleed for you.”
NOW WE HAVE TWO LOCATIONS 
TO SERVE YOU EVEN BEHER
QUALin MEAT




-a programme of job creation — by 
reducing the personal tax load by $2,2 
billion will Increase demand, provide 
Jobs ■ '
-stimulating the private sector — by 
cutting $2 billion from federal 
government spending 
-federal sales tax cuts — creating lower 
prices in ihe selective reduction of the 
12% manufacturers*sales tax 
-small business — giving up to $5,000 
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Bacon
SCHNEIDER KENT $1 19 
UB.PKG. .. ......... . J.
Mini Deli
SCHNEIDER $109
8 DZ. PKG. .. . . .. . . .. . 1
Chicken Loaf
SWIFT'S PREMIUM $129 
16 07....... .... 1
Beef Rib Steak
CANADA GRADE "A" $<139
IB..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £
TUNA Gold Seal Chunk Light m. 77^ 
CORNED BEEF Globe 12 oz. 99^ 
SKIM MILK POWDER fV *5“® 
BLEACH Javex64 oz. 69* 















CANADA NO. 1 ClTi;
EA.............
Fresh Strawberries
CANADA NO. 1 
BASKET . . 0
Fresh Green Onion, 
Radishes ^ nc>>» 9Q4i
................ FOR
98*
KITCHEN CATCHERS Pkg. 99
tib:79*
PAPER TOWELS 2’s Pkg.
Glad 24's
Christie’s CRACKERS Premium
‘I*’ WIHDOW CLEANEB KS* ‘rl
help mid Informnthm phone 470-1684, 
or call in at 5948 Quadra
or phone 656-1223,6S6-192S, at 2495 Beacon Ave., .Sidney 
ItHOfied by Miinro PC Campaign Committee, 1948 Ou'ntlra
19BREAD DOUGH Hhodcs b'$ Phg. 
YOGURT PIES Mis, Smith 17 g. *1”
DOG CHOW Ptihiia 10 kg. 
PEANUT BUrfER Hwlt 750 g.
......






THE LIVE CENTRE OF SIDNEY
-.•ly .... , ;■ . -s-. .
I!
,SUT HURRY!
Some Suggestions... ★ Draperies ★ Delicatessen 
★ Mini Grocery ★ Finance Co. ★Professional








NOON TILL 9 P.M,
' ■'■r'"'. ■*' 'V.” -
Lv
ALL REGISTERED PLAYERS in the 
Central Saanich Little League assembled on 
the infield at Centennial Park for the opening
ceremonies of the 1979 season. This year, the 




Club activities in recent 
weeks have included 
hosting Council 5 quarterly 
meeting and speech contest 
which took place on April 8 
at the Royal Oak Inn.
The winner at council level 
was Betty Stanley of 
Nanaimo club. Betty will 
represent Council 5, which 
is Vancouver Island and 




THIS COMING MONDAY 
MAY 7TH
HOLE-INONE
Georgie Gardner, a new 
member of Ardmore Golf 
Club, proved her mastery 
of golf by driving in a hole 
in one on the ninth at 
Ardmore. This was very 
satisfying as the ace oc­
curred during Georgie’s 
first round of competition 
golf. Mrs. Louise Kaiser 











MAY 7, 8, f ^ 18
For pick up purposes the Town has been diveded into 
4 Areas as detailed hereunder.
Area (A) Mon. May 7 
Area(B) Thurs. May 10 
Area (C) Tues. May 8 
Area(D) Wed. May 9
Persons wishing to have household articles picked up 
for disposal should have them placed at the roadside 
by 8 A.M. on the appropriate collection day. This 
does not include burnable or organic materials. Old 
refrigerator and freezers etc. must have doors or 
lids removed. Old cars or parts thereof will be 
removed if the owners make advance arrangements 
by contacting the Public Works Department, Sidney 
Town Hall - Telephone No. 656-1184.
over crepes
DWAINK ANDRUCKO,:
Saanich Little League, was given the honour of 
Teciting the ‘‘Little League Pledge, ” during the 




for Saanich and the Islands 
Have a cup of coffee and talk with John
FRIDAY, MAY 4 
at the Sidney Campaign Office
9790 - 2n(l Sheet (above Sidney Fireplace)
10 A.M. - 1 P.M. PHONE 656-3542
:l: People foefore Politics
By KATHY BANKY 
I am prone to over­
planning. An evening out or 
a weekend trip ends lip wilh 
the detailed itinerarj' of a 
royal tour. It’s mre that 
anything works out e.\actly 
as planned. The last time 
was about four years ago.
We had been given four 
tickets to one of the 
Stratford Festival Com­
pany’s rare touring 
productions. We asked our 
friends Rick ani.r Carmel to 
go with us. Because of dull 
things like jobs, no one 
would have time for more 
than a quick sandwich 
before the curtain went up. 
Naturally 1 organized 
everyone’s .schedule and 
announced that the late- 
night supper would'be at 
our place.
I was asloihslied when all 
four of us arrived at the 
theatre on time and found 
each other in Ihe crowded 
lobby. The play, of course, 
w as .superb. I was delighted 
when wc arrived home lo 
find (he oven-timer had 
actually worked. The fire 
had been laid heforolumd 
and just needed lightlug.
T he wine had been chilled, 
By (he time (lie fire was 
hurniug aad the wine 
uneorketf, , supper was 
ready.
I’ve Itecu waiting lour 
years for things lo work t»ui 
like that again.
For supper that night we 
luul eltlcken crepes and 
asparagus crepes, served 
with ehilled white wine, 
f(»llowed by flwinhced 
eherry erepys and coffee. 
,\ml hnmily.
t rv|ies are a iltiu cross 
between u p.incake and lui 
omelet.
very smooth 
eggs, 1/1 cup 
cn(i water, 1 
mciled liuiler,
1 cup ull-pnrpose fione and 
.1/4 teus|UMiu salt, \ 
Tdciidcr iloes a gooil job of 
(his.
I use a small, easi-lrou 
frying pan to cook llie 
erepes, The pao should he 
lightly oiled nnd very hot. 
Fill your hatter into a siindl 
pltclier or measuring ciqi 
wilh a poiiiiug lip. Four 
about .T liibU;sp»)««s , of 
hatter into ilte hot pan, 
ipiickly ((Midng ilie pun so 
liiul a lion layer t.oni.s Uie 
bottom. As soon as the 
batter is solid, tlip the 
crepe. Botli sides will lake 
less limn a lolnote. S'lib 
pmi tise you will lie making 
crepes so thin you can rend 
. a new.spaper throrigh them. 
UoiVt evpi'ct to i>e itoo
commercial pie filling.
For a dazzling effect, 
w-arm a couple of ounces of 
brandy, pour over hot / 
dessert crepes, light Tt and 
bring it to the table dancing 
with blue flames.
Rick and Carmel, that 
night, felt the flaming 
crepes riyalled the Stratford 
Players.
good immediately. The 
crepes yvill still be delicious.
You can use almost any 
filling you like in a crepe. 
Ba.sically, you add chop­
ped, cooked fish or meat 
and/or vegetables to a thick 
white sauce. Put a dollop of 
the mixture on a crepe. 
Fold the crepe like an 
envelope.; Place it, folded 
side down, into a buttered 
baking dish. You can pour 
a sauce over them or 
sprinkle with grated cheese.




if you want a dessert 
crepe, add 2 lahlespoons of 
sugar and a teaspoon of 
vanilla to the halter. !■ 
with lliickened fruit of your 
clioice. If you’re In a hurry 
yon cunld even use a
.Make a 
l)aller of 4 
milk. I/2 
tablespoons
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
KINDERGARTEN REGlSTRATIOIISi
FOR SEPTEMBER CLASSES, 1979
Rogisinition for Kindergarten will take place at mo.si Di-iiVici Elementary Schools 
(exceptions arc Beaver Lake Sdiool, Durrance School, Elk Lake School and 
McT'avi.sh School), i
■ C
Date: VVcdneiiday; May 9, 1979; 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
All children horn in 1974
tBRINO PROOF OF AGP - BIRTH CFRTIFtCATF PRFFFRBF.D)
R.o.ivi^w ro ynnr FFmonctry SVhool, !■nn bc ad’/lLCd IhiU >oui s;hild could be
required lo attend any other local Kindergarten.
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April 30 being the fifth 
Monday in the month, there 
were no meetings scheduled 
and Central Saanich 
aldermen had the night off. 
There are, however, a few 
items in process between 
last week’s committee 
meetings and next week’s 
regular meeting.
The legislative committee 
recommends endorsement 
of a brief apparently cir­
culated nationally to all 
local governments entitled 
“People to People Petition 
for Canadian Unity’’. A 
copy was forwarded to the 
Ratepayers Assocition for
its consideration.
The parks and recreation 
committee is supporting the 
formation of a Central 
Saanich Community Arts 







Sunday 13 May 79
1 p.m. to 5 p.m
FREE ADMISSION & COFFEE
NOTICE
to all clients of SIDNEY ANIMAL 
HOSPITAL, 9750 3rd St., all medical 
records have been transferred to Dr. 
Hubert’s office (Sidney Animal Medical 
Centre) at 9838 5th St., across from 
Capital Market. For appointments you 






ction will be to advise the 
municipal council and 
recreation department on 
recreational policies and 
programmes. The Arts 
Council will operate at no 
cost to the public.
A group, calling itself the 
Central Saanich Hor­
semanship Association with 
Mr. Merrill Harrop as 
president, is seeking written 
approval from coundl for 
its establishment. Its 
“principal aim will be to 
become an important 
source of recreational 
pleasure in the community 
life of Central Saanich’’ 
and it will “teach hor­
semanship to^all ages” and 
‘‘provide riding instruction 
from the basics up”. The 
equestrians will use their 
‘‘own facilities and 
equipment and will operate 
at no cost to the 
Municipality.”
The Greater Victoria 
Little League are seeking 
allocation of more space in 
Centennial Park for 
construction of a fifth 
baseball diamond of 
tournament dimensions and 
standards. While con­
struction would be at no 
cost to the municipality, the
Gates of the Island 
Equipment Owners 
Association addressed the 
public works committee to 
plead that the municipality 
rent construction and 
maintenance equipment 
rather than own and 
operate it itself.
Mr. Gates said that 43% 
of the Gross National 
Product was spent by 
government and very little 
of that amount was cir­
culated through the private 
sector, the source of these 
revenues. He said he ad­
vocated no cut-back in 
municipal staff but that his 
association be given more 
opportunity to compete in 
new projects.
The public works 
committee and staff will 
hold a further meeting with 
the association to discuss 
comparative equipment and 
labor costs.
The sewer committee had 
a number of inler-relatcd 
applications for hook-ups 
to the municipal sewer 
system for discussion.
The chairman said he was 
concerned because there 
were only 60 new hook-ups 
approved so far this year 
whereas 110 were needed lo 
capitalize costs and the 
sewer enterprise was faced 
with expanding treatment 
plant facilities at an 
estimated but not firm cost
of $1,312,000 to bo paid at 
$34,000. annually.
The community plan, he 
said, was still not 
registered, and for it to be 
registered, the Capital 
R.cgion District requires a 
staging prograinine. He 
had, he said, been trying for 
over two years to establish a 
staging programme. A joint 
meeting ' with the sub­
division and zoning 
committee had been ap­
proved, but so far, no 
meeting had been called.
He had advocated, sewer 
committee chairman Aid. 
Bari 1'abor said, that the 
municipality install sewer 
mains in areas due for 
subdivision and that costs 
be recovered from 
developers as development 
proceeded. Ibis plan, he 
sitid, had not been debated 
formally, but he luul been 
informed it would not gain 
support of his colleagues 
and he even had received 
criticism of it from private 
citizens.
‘‘There is passive 
resistance somewhere’ ’, 
Tabor charged.
Tabor iniioduccd three 
draft by-laws, numbers 555, 
559 and 562 concerning 
.sewer extensions in the 
Keating Ridge area and a 
provincial government 
planning grant is to be 
applied for.
Saanich Peninsula Credit Union 
Marks 30th Year
Another year of strong 
growth was reported to 
members attending the 30th 
annual meeting of Saanich 
Peninsula Savings Credit 
Union on April 25. Assets 
of the credit union now 
exceed $55 million, an 
increase of 32% over last 
year.
The credit union 
membership rose lo I7,6l0 
anti loans increased, by a 
record %. The loan por­
tfolio now exceeds $45.8 
millitm. It was pointed out 
that, “this growth pattern is 
particularly rewarding in 
vicsv of adverse market 
conditions experienced in 
the last half of 1978.”,
Dealing with other 
aspects of the year, it was 
noted that the credit union
awarded 29 scholrships 
totalling $7,500 to local 
students.
The thirtieth year was 
highlighted by the opening 
of a new branch at 3960 
Quadra Street, and the 
relocation of the Brent­
wood Bay Branch lo the 
new Trafalgar Square 
shopping center. Another 
new branch in Cadboro Bay 
Village was opened in 
February this year bringing 
the total number of 
branches to six. 
Remodelling of the Sidney 
and Shclbourne branches is 
slated for 1979.
PRO VINCI AL ELECTIONS ACT
RSBC1960 CHAP. 306 




riircc bicycles were 
stolen from a family 
residence April 28; a 23- 
inch green 10-speed, a 
men’s orange 3-spced and a 
boy’s blue 3-speed. The 
thefts from 8635 Llewellyn 
Place were reported to have 
taken place after 5 p.m.
A new ladies’ 10-speed 
bicycle was also stolen April 
30 from Joy Margeits, 9352 
Maryland. Police are in­
vestigating.
SAANICH AND THE ISLANDS 
ELECTORAL DISTRICT
In accordance with Section 67 (4) of the Provincial 
Elections Act 1 declare that the following candidates 
nominated for Saanich and The Islands Electoral 
District have appointed as official agents those 
persons whose names appear hereunder;
Hugh Austin Curtis, British Columbia Social 
Credit Party, Official Agent - Ray T. Bryant, 4087 
Longview Drive, Victoria, Solicitor.
John Mika, New Democratic Party, Official 
Agent - Ian H. Campbell, 1595 Rockland Avenue, 
Victoria, Retired.
John Willison Green, Progressive Conservative 
Party, Official Agent - Roy Harrington, Mate.






James W. Robertson, 
Returning Officer, 
Saanich and the Islands 
Elecoral District
Over the years there have been many 
provements in Funeral service and it Is mse to 
choose McCall's. For dignified service, up-to- 
date facilities and long experience. One-level 
convenience, air-conditioned, ample convenient 
parking.
:r
14(M) Vancouver St. at Jehnsori 385-4465
site allocation would have 
to be “permanent” to 
ensure the Little League 
could receive provincial 
government grants.
The additional tour­
nament standard baseball 
biamond will extend the 
playing season for the 189 
youngsters registered as 
players into July. The field 
could be used for other 
seasonal sports.
Stating that; “the private 
sector needs government 











rills 13 t u. fu, riidu*’li«s «djHsinl»lP shelves for eo»y 
I’li'tmliig, deluxe Itiiridle. mewl keeper, twin crisper*, 
five/ii vu|,iui(>, luiKer «!hI clvccsc comparlmenli, 
ecH bm kei. rollers. Hl«h(*hmul door, Blniond color.
' island Furniture 
Mart Ltd.
Continued from Paged 
magnificent opportunity to 
acquire a unique park of 
unequalled beauty and 
accessibility to most of the 
population of southern 
Vancouver Island — and if. 
something is not done soon, 
it will be lost to the people 
of this province forever.
We need parks, and 
peace and open spaces. As 
life continues to grow more 
complex and hectic around 
IKS, as lifestyles change and 
people struggle for ad­
justment in our busy, urban 
centers, as wc taxpayers pay 
for social workers and 
psychiatric counsellors to 
help us cope with all these 
problems — why can’t we 
buy .some peace and quiet 
too?
This government is 
paying the bankks and trust 
companies $5 for every 
single BRIC share transfer 
they procc,s.s. The number 
of bureaucrats attached to 
government offices has 
mushroomed in the past 
three years, all receiving 
hantlsomc salaries for 
vaguely defined jobs. I 
could go on and on.
But there’s no money for 









Editor, The Review, Sirs 
'I'hey say that any 
publicity is belter than 
none, but 1 am not sure that 
that is true. The volume of 
publicity (mosily tin- 
flallering) in last week’s 
issue of “Tlic Review" 
prpnipts me lo reply lo Mr. 
Trcga.skis' lengthy and 
iinpicasant Idler to this 
newspaper.
, I am running for Mayor 
of Sidney, and am deter­
mined to fight for election 
NOT on the basis of per­
sonality conllici, but rather 
on vital issues that will 
concern every citizen of 
Sidney, i.e,, Municipal 
Taxes, the Rcvi,sed 
Community Plan, the 
proposed Breakwater, 
Rccieution costs, Parks, 
Regional District Budgets 
, . . the actual cosis to the 







Turns Responsibility into Results
When the people of Saanich and 
t h e I s 1 a n d s g aV e H u g h 'Curt is th e 
responsibiiitieS'Of pubiic office he gave 
them results. Since 1975 he has assisted 
in the followihg proiects; ).
© The Peninsula Water Pipeline 
® Saanich historical Artifacts Society .
® Panorama Leisure Centre 
© Garth Horher Achievement Centre 
© Re-opening of the Sidney Court 
® Introduction of S.A.F.E.R. (Shelter Aid 
for The Elderly Renter)
® Municipal Revenue Sharing - the first in 
Canada
© Payment by the Provincial Government 
of its fLill share of Municipal Taxes 7 
© Aid to health, education and Seirior 1 :
citizens facilities in Saanich and the 
'■■'"Islands^
® A nevy and expanded home tor the 
Victoria Conservatory of Music.
'V
the record on the Islands.
® Salt Spring Island Farmers Institute 
© Mayne Island Lions Club 
® Galiano Island Senior Citizens Housing 
Society
© Pender Island Community School 
® Lady Minto Gulf Islands Hospital 
® Pender Island Agricultural Hall Society 
® Pender Island Medical Centre 
® Saturna Island Senior Citizens Housing.
A record of service in the past.
A promise of service in the future.
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12507 Beacon ess 1012
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES 7
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAlii HOTEL
still only front $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
'/ Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & farhily 
. rates
For brochure and reservations write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
04S Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z IV1 or Phone oreo 604-687-6751.
)' ; ■
Smorgasbord Lunch Thursday and Sunday 
Air other Days Xuncheon Menu
Smorgasbord Din ner Wed nesday Even ing 
X AnJr other' day, A La Carte Menu
BOOKS BOO KS BOO KS BOO KS
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Phone Eariy for R^ervatibns
6S€>"354-1
SENIOR CITIZENS SPECIAL 







2498 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY 656-3515





LET US MAKE YOUR 
18FE HAPPIER WITH 




Green Predicts Defeat Of Social Credit Party
There’s one party John 
Green is sure will not win 
the provincial election — 
and that’s Social Credit.
The Tories are fielding 37 
candidates in B.C. — there 
would have been many 
more, Green said Monday, 
except for the “outright 
intimidation’’ of possible 
candidates.
Green predicts an NDP 
victory — about 30 seats, he 
said.
The Tory campaign 
under leader Vic Stephens 
got off to a fine start, and 
Green said his door- 
knocking has received a 
good reception, but he 
admits his election as MLA 
for Saanich and the Island 
is a “long-shot.”
The problem was that 
people only feel they have 
two choices — the Socreds 
or the NDP. “If they could 
only break out of that 
feeling of only having two 
choices, if they only knew 
that so many other people 
feel the same way . . .” he 
said.
Green said he was 
concerned that “some 
people” had tried to 
prevent others running as 
candidates for the 
Progressive Conservatives.
“Attempts made to talk 
people out of it range from 
persuasion to intimidation. 
I’m concerned that in a 
democracy there seems to 
be so many people who 
want to interfere with other 
people’s freedom to 
choose.”
Green reiterated tbemree 
points in his party’s 
platform — elimination of 
the four per cent sales tax.




2513 BEACON AVE 
656 372^ :
elimination of property 
taxes starting in 1980 and a 
cut in government spending 
by 10 per cent.
Green said by 
eleminating sales and 
property taxes, the true cost 
of producing goods and 
services would be reduced 
— the effects of that would 
leave about $1 million in the 
hands of the people who’ve 
earned it.
It was better, he said, to 
cut taxes than give grants or 




Artists and craftpersons 
in British Columbia are 
invited to apply for space in 
the seventh biennial artists 
and crafts fair sponsored by 
the Kiwanis Club of North 
Vancouver.
Only HIGH QUALITY 
work will be accepted in this 
popular lower mainland 
fair.
The four day event will 
take place October 18 to 
October 21, 1979 at the 
North Vancouver Memorial 
Gym complex - 23rd Street 
and St. Georges Avenue, 
North Vancouver, B.C.
Artists or craftspersons 
interested in participating 
may phone Carolyn Busby 
at 988-8926, Myra Handel 
at 988-3304 or write to 
Kiwanis B.C. Artists & 
Crafts Fair, C/C. Busby, 
4639 Valley Road, North 
Vancouver, B.C. V7K2M1.
Deadline for applications 
is May 3li 1979.
The reaction of some 
people to the Tories 
proposed tax cuts is 
“where will they get the 
money?” he .saiX “Some 
people just don’t take it 
seriously, they’re reluctant 
to Relieve that any 
government will reduce 
spending.”
Green said most people 
would expect the experts, 
the economists, etc., to say 
the tax cutting plan was 
impractical, but what 
they’re saying is “That’s 
what we’ve been trying to 
tell the people,” Green 
said.
The Tory candidate was 
Stephen’s executive 
assistant in 1978 and his 
main project was analysing 
the record of government 
spending. Green said he had 
established that there 
wasn’t any difference 
between the Socred and the 
Socialists — “there’s little 
to choose”'.
Bennett has taken the 
high level of spending by 
the NDP and increased it, 
rather than cut it back, he 
said.
His own attitude. Green 
said, was that a society 
cannot afford to be 
generous unless it is 
productive. “It ends up not 
being able to help anyone.”
A little honesty in 
government is a valid issue. 
Green said. An example of 
Social Credit dishonesty, he 
said, was a charge by 
Socreds during the last 
election that B.C. was 
bankrupt under the 
Socialists. “Our poll shows 
twice as many people think 
they were better off in the
socialist years. When Bill the economy round not too 
Bennett says he has turned many people believe it.”
TOP EXHIBIT in spring flower show was this 
flowering cactus submitted by Harold Hall, 
%91 - 4th Street, Sidney. Plant was thrown 
away and rescued by Hall two years ago. 
Displays were by members of the Sidney and 
North Saanich Garden Club and held April 28 




A man who rescued a 
cactus plant which had been 
thrown away more than two 
years ago won top prize 
with it at Sidney and North 
Saanich Garden Club show 
held April 28.
The beautiful flowering 
cactus owned by Harold 
Hall, 9691 4th 
Street,Sidney, was the 
show’s best exhibit.
Hall said he picked it off 
a compost box in an alley at 
the back of his home. “It 
had been thrown away, but 
I thought I could do
something with it so I went 
to work on it.”
The blooms only last 
about four days so Hall had 
to time the flowering for the 
show. It stayed in his 
greenhouse all winter, then, 
as buds appeared he 
removed it to the basement 
where growth was slowed.
Other winners in the 
club’s spring show were: 
Mrs. Freda Thorne, Mrs. 
Anne Raymond (two 
awards), Mrs. J. Bosher, 
E.W. Chaloner, J. Wid- 
difield, Bruce Price and 
Leanne Hale.
MUNHO PREDICTS ‘A GREAT WAVE’ FOR THE TORIES
Esquimalt-Saanich MP 
Don MunrO said Thursday 
he’s been working since 
1972 toward the day when 
Prime Minister Pierre 
Trudeau would be ousted 
from office — and that day 
hascome.
Sp ea king from 
Progressive-Conservative 
party headquarters on 
Beacon Avenuci Sidney, 
Munro predicted “a great-
wave” for the Tories in the 
upcoming federal election. 
“Yes, we’ll make it,” he 
said.
His own door-knocking 
campaign is “looking 
good”, he said. In newly 
developed areas Munro said 
he had received a “very 
warm reception” .
Biggesf issue in the 




Chick Goodman is still 
chortling over an incident 
that occurred during the 
last televising of Chamber 
Forum, a regular program 
he runs on channel 10.
Goodman was in­
terviewing provincial 
candidates for Saanich and 
the Islands riding — Hugh 
Curtis, Social Credit; John 




didates; If your party were
the sales tax and property 
tax field, and that if elected, 
we would not be in the 
business of controlling 
things done locally or 
dangling grants in front of 
people.”
package”, he said in­
flation, employment. 
“They’re toughies, he 
admitted, “but once that’s 
in place they’ll be no 
question of national unity. 
The people in Quebec know 
we’ll all thrive in a healthy, 
economic climate.”
Munro said he deplores 
the fact that we’ re invest!ng 
so much money abroad. It 
was more than $ 1 billion in 
1978. Why aren’t we in­
vesting in Canada?’’
Miinro, a former 
diplomat, said he entered 
politics in 1972 because he 
saw “Trudeau was 
destroying my service. He 
was not listening to \vhat 
Canadian representatives 
abroad were saying, he was 
ignoring them and turning 
their advice aside.”
He slammed the Trudeau
government for “saddling 
the next generation with 
debt”. Resources were 
unlimited but the Liberal 
government had not 
provided the right climate 
for development, he said.
On local issues, Munro 
confirmed he was still 
working to establish radar 
at Pat Bay Airport. He said 
there was talk about the 
need to increase the size of 
the airport. “It’s getting 
busier all the time and I feel 
there probably is a need to 
increase the size but I don’t 
want the intimate character 
of the airport to be 
destroyed. We don’t want it 
so big — like Vancouver 
airport — that it becomes 
impersonal.”
Munro said the proposed 
breakwater for Sidney 
would receive his support
providing the people 
supported the project. “I 
am not going to make any 
promises, but I’ll give an 
undertaking Twill work for 
it if the elected municipal 




















to form the next provincial 
government and if funds 
were not available 





Curtis replied that he 
had been “workingon it".
Mika said yes, Ihe NDP 
would provide funds.
Bill it was Green's answer 
tliat floored Goodman.
The Tory cniullclatc said 
his parly's philosophy was 
lo get out of doing things 
for people which should lie 
done locally, but it would 
bc prepared to approve that 
Ihe local sales tax be applied 
to the breakwater costs.
Blit, said Goodman, I 
mulcr.siaiul your party 
would do away with the 
sales lax.
That was correct, Green 
replied, but the 
inunlcipulily could liave the 
sales tax to use for the 
breakwater. TTicy could 
make that decision.
Goodman said lie found 
Green’s statement so In­
credible that "! couldn't 
believe I had heard right."
Still reeling under the 
impact of Green's 
statement, Goodman gave 
him an opportunity to 
rcCiiiii before he dosed the 
show.
"But he stuck to what he 
had said. He didn't go hack 
on It," Goodman said.
However, John Green 
said later He was obviously
peiitaps 1 didn't explain 
what I meant very well.
'*1 was lalkinp, ahom 





NOTICE TO PROVINCIAL VOTERS
Pc ll I
KB ElHEBteHU
British Columbia Provincial General Election May 10,1979
Take notice that an Acivance Poll will be held for registered voters who have reason 
to believe that they will be unable to attend a polling place on Thursday, May 10,1979.
Advance Poll Dates and Times Advance Absentee Poll
Thursday, May 3,1979 
Friday, May 4, 1979 ,. 
Saturday, May 5,1979
___1:00 p.m.'9:00 p.rn,
... .1:00 p,m.-9:00 p.m, 
—1:00 p,m.'9:00 p.m,
II you’re away from homo, but still in B.C. on Advance Polling 
Days, you can vote in the Advance Poll in whatever riding you 
are in. Go to the nearest Advance Polling vStotlon on May 3, 4 
or 5 and request a special Absentee Ballot,
Advance Poll Voting Location
SAANICH AND THE ISLANDS
Margafol Vaughn-Birch Hall, dlh Street, Sidney
United Church Hall. Hereford Avenue, Ganges
First United Church Fellowstdp Hall. 932 Balmoral Street. Victoria
Jim Robertson. Returning Officer
K, L. Morton, Chief Electoral Officer, 3735 Cambio Street, Vancouver, B.C.
m
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Full As Sandown Gets Ready For ActionOver 400 stall ap­
plications have been filed at
Sandown
suyikmer
Park for the 
harness racing




tAViras? 2513 BEACON AVE. 656-3724
season. Some of the more 
notable stables moving to 
the Vancouver Island meet 
include the Keith Linton 
stable. Linton, Clovcrdale 
Raceway’s top percentage 
and dash driver this past 
season and North 
America’s lop percentage 
driver in 1978, will be 
taking 15 horses to San­
down Park this summer.
Top performers in 
Linton’s stable include 
Dusty’s Monarch, Thir- 
leens Best and Marcus 
Cash, Joe Hudon, runner- 
up to Linton in total 
number of wins at 
Cloverdale Raceway this 
year, will also be taking 15 
horses to Sandown Park. 
Top horses in Hudon’s 
stable include Prairie Deb, 
Little Pence, Benarnbra Bin 
and Hunter’s Quill. Jim 
Mohorich, fifth leading 
pereentage driver al 
Cloverdale this season, has 
applied for 11 stalls and will 
be taking over ■ such 
powerful pacers as Over 
Burden, Billy Barker and 
Senga Mitsy.
Leonard Hill will be 
settling in with a very 
impressive nine-horse stable 
at Sandown, including the 
always competitive C.T. 
Chippewa. John Glen, a 
newcomer to West Coast 
racing this .season, will be 
taking over a formidable 
eight-horse stable, topped 
by one of the most im-
I'amily Restaurant
812 VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
FOR CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN—TAKEOUT 
10«/o Discount for pick up orders over SIO.OO.
Free delivery on orders over $10.00 within Central 
Saanich.
Open Daily at 11 a.m. Clo.sed Mondays
1 ea Cup Rca.ding every Tlnirsday aliernoon.
Isi'
proved and exciting pacers 
at Cloverdale this season. 
Quel Dale.
Clarence Gagnon, fourth 
leading dash driver at 
Cloverdale, has applied for 
13 stalls and will ship such 
noteworthy pacers as 
Brookson Lynda, Misty 
Robin and Gaza Duchess, 
a.s well as the very reliable 
trotter, Sandy Paper, to 
Sandown Park. With a 
healthy and rested Trevor 
John ready to race once 
again, Joe Rankin’s seven- 
horse stable will merit 
careful consideration 
among the Sandown 
handicappers.
Some of the other larger 
stables moving to Sandown 
Park include Miles Arm- 
.strong, who commands 13 
stalls. Bob Boyd with a 14- 
horse outfit. Grant 
Hollingsworth with an 
impressive 12-horse stable, 
Marcel Bouvier, with 10 
horses, Rick Graham with 
nine horses and Duwayne 
Ciuest and Willie Urquhart 
with eight horses each.
Most of the top harness 
horses and harness drivers 
in Western Canada will be 
competing on Vancouver 
Island this summer. For 
example, virtually all the 
invitational and preferred 
hor.ses from Cloverdale 
Raceway will see action at 
Sandown Park. Harness 
racing fans will get to see, 
Pat Lundy’s superb si.x- 
year-old gelding, Andys 
Janice, in action. Andys 
Janice, start of the in­
vitational ranks at 
Cloverdale this season, has 
won seven of 15 starts in 
1979 and earned close to 
$18,000 in purse money.
Harold Moffat’s Over 
Burden, track record holder 
at Cloverdale Raceway 
(2;01-.2) and co-holder of 
the Sandown record (wilh 
Trevor John), will once, 
again .see action at Sandown 
this summer. Trained and 
driven by Mohorich, Over 
Burden will be aiming to 
break the two minute 
barrier on Sundown’s fast 
S/S-mile ' track. Another 
Moffat-owned pacer, Billy 
Barker, also Comes off a 
very successful Cloverdale 
racing season and will be 
f looking to; add ’ to’Tthe 
$12,000 in purse earnings he 
has already won in 1979. 
B.C. Classy, winner of the 
prestigious Attorney 
General’s Cup at
Cloverdale, will also be 
going to Sandown, as will 
Thirteens Best, winner of 
over $11,000 in 1979.
A large number of ex­
citing younger horses who 
proved their worth at 
Cloverdale this winter will 
also be racing at Sandown. 
Top performers in this 
group include Glen’s Quel 
Dale, who not only won his 
last four races at Clover­
dale, but he also set new 
lifetime marks for the mile 
in two of his races and tied 
his lifetime mark in yet a 
third race. In 10 races in 
1979 Quel Dale finished 
first four times, second 
twice and third once. 
Marko Vukelich’s Widow 
Dauber, a four-year-old 
mare, shows every sign of 
matching the great per­
formances of Valiant 
Dauber. ~
In 1979, her first year of 
racing. Widow Dauber has 
been victorious in five of six 
starts and second once. She 
has also set an impressive 
winning lifetime mark for 
the mile, going the distance 
in 2:05.3 on March 8, 1979. 
Senga Mitsy, a powerful 
five-year-old mare, trained 
and driven by Mohorich, 
finished among the front 
three in nine out of 12 races 
in 1979. and set a lifetime 
mark for the mile on March 
16, going the distance in 
2:06.3.
Vancouver Island-owned 
horses should make a 
strong showing at Sandown 
this season. Leading 
contenders here include 
Pardner Jove (owned by 
Robert Day and Ken 
Clement, of Victoria), Fort 
Tilden (owned by Gordon 
“Bud” Michelle, of 
Saanichton), B.C. Canada 
and Holridge Della (owned 
by E. Dodds, of Sidney) 
and Gil Counsel (owned by 
Mrs. R. Chan, of Victoria).
Racing at Sandown starts 
on May 19, with the races 
going every Monday, 
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday throughout the 
summer until Sept. 8. Post 
time will be 5:30 p.m. 
weeknights and 1:30 p.m.) 
Saturday and holidays. >
Uncle Meets Niece
A Sidney resident, J.N. 
Edgar, 1330 Monroe Road, 
met his niece for the first 
lime recently when he
entertained Mrs. J. Soukep 
and children Lydia, Alan 
and Paul at his home April 
21 and 22.
SAANICH PENINSULA HOSPITAL ad­
ministrator John Stevens and nursing director 
Doreen Chapman present five-year pins to 
members of hospital staff at long-service tea 
held April 30. All recipients have served the 
hospital since it opened Feb. 8, 1974.
HERE WE THOUGHT WE WERE VOTING 
FOR A STRONG VOICE AGAINST MORE 
TAXES AND GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE- 
LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENED-
WELL, NO MISTAKE THIS TIME 
- WE'RE HELPING ELECT JOHN, GREEN,
A TRUE CONSERVATIVE-
This ad was paid for by a whole lot of Saanich and 







municipalities under a new 
federal-provincial program 
may be the means of 
upgrading Sidney’s water 
supply, Sidney council’s 
development committee 
learned at Monday night’s 
meeting.
Aldermen approved in 
principal a motion that 
details of a water study go 
to Capital Region engineers 
“purely on a technical 
basis.” ,
In the meantime, council 
must apply for a grant 
under the program — 
deadline is May 12, town 
administrator Geoff Logan 
told the committee.
Aldermen were told that 
if approved, cost to the 
town would be SI .2 million, 
with a possible $250,000 
grant forthcoming under 
the program.
“We could end up by. 
doing all the work at a cost 
tothe town of $12 per parcel 
of land,” Logan said.
He said the work could 
start this year. i
Security Patrol,
radio equipped patrol car, uniforms, and all training provided. 
Opportunity to join one of Canada’s fastest growing industries. 
Sales and marketing experience helpful, ideal for semi-retired in­
dividual. The business has been operating on the Saaiiich Peninsula 
for 4 years. ' . . ,
Send Resume to Box G, Sidney Review.
Fertilizer Special
6-8-6 - All Purpose ... :S7.50 
12-4-8 - Lawn ................... .$7.50
10-6-4 - Lawn .............. $7,50
Vigoro - Lawn - Green Vegs, Miiorganite -
Lawn
18-6-9- Lawn .......
18-4-16 - Tree & Hedge 
12-18-12 - Root Crops 
21-0-0-Green Vegs. .
4-2-3 - Moss Killer ...
20-0-0 - Sulphate of Ammonia $2.25 10 lbs. 
Bone Meal . .$3.50 5 lbs.
Weed & Feed .................. . $7.95
.........$6.95





: AN EVENING 
WITH BARRETT 
AND FRIENDS
The five Victoria area 
New Democratic Party 
candidate.s announced 
today that they are holding 
an evening with Dave 
Barrett and Friends on May 
6 at the Victoria Memorial 
Arena. There will be no 
admission to the evening 
and anyone in the Victoria 
area is invited.
Appearing with Dave 
Barrett arc Bruno Gerrussi, 
Susan Jacks, Terry David 
Mulligan, Bim, Ladies in 
Lites, Bill Sample, Jim 
Byrnes, Al Foreman, 
Cicotgc Cltirkc and Barry 
Healey.
the purpose of the 
evening is lo let as many 
people as possible meet 
Dave Barren and to rai.se 




& SATURDAY Across from Sidney: Hotel
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSUIA FOR 15 YEARS
CANADA GRADE A
LB.
liic overall death rate 
Imm heart disease has heen 
led licet) by 28 per cent sinec 
195(1.



















C'nrunaiy Care Units in 
hospitals save Ihonsiind of 
lives eaclt year and were 
I'mMieeiI'll hy Canadians,






9831 - 3id St.
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5



















4450A West Saanich Rd. 







FROZEN "U" GRADE 
CORNISH




Available Thur. Fri. Sat.
CARNATION 16 OZ.
COFFEEMATE
HEINZ RED J4 OZ. ^ /“im
KIDNEY BEANS 4//y









MILKO 5 LB. BAG
POWDERED MILK
M.J.B, 1 LB. TIN
COFFEE
PUREX 2 PLY 4 ROLLS
TOILET TISSUE PK
HEINZ MUEl'illOlJM oj 






































Open House Sat., May 5 
1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Immaculate 3 bdrm. home 
close to Town Centre. 
Beautiful hardwood floors, 
some wall to wall carpeting, 
basement has Rec. and 
Laundry plus a large 4 foot 
crawl space for storage. 
There is a detached garage 
and the lot is beautifully 
landscaped. Contact:








(Reduced from $62,500) 
1280 sq. ft, 3 bdrms, full 
bsml., fireplace, en-suite, 
carport. Visit us at the 
Open House on Sunday 
Afternoon.
DOUG SCOTT 656-6810 










Great family home in quiet 
area of Sidney close to 
school and churches. Three 
bdrms up with en-suite 
plumbing, large living room 
with fireplace, separate 
dining room. Large corner 
lot, extra large rec. room. 




Sidney - Exceptionally clean 
2 bdrm 9 year old home. 
Good garden area, nicely 
landscaped, price includes 









21(X) sq. ft. finished floor 
area in this superbly 
eonstrucled 4 bedroom 
home. A beautiful treed Vi 
acre provides privacy, sea 





Very well built 2 bedrm. full
basement home on a 
gorgeous 103x135 lot. 
MLS. $62,500.
; ; '- OPEN.. -
SAT. 2-4 P.M,
10322 GABRIOLA PL,
A lot of immaculate home 
for $55,000.. 3 bdrms, \Vi 
baths, lovely corner F.P. 
Finished family rm., a 
different, convenient floor 
plan. It’s a dandy!
WATERFRONT 
Older 3 bdrm., home here 
in Sidney. Concrete 
seawall. Easy beach access, 
MLS.:$53,500.
JIM SLOAN 656-5311 
JAMES WHITE BLVD.
Cheery family home in 
good area. 3 bdrms, 1 Vz 
baths, Hcatilator, F/P in 
living room. Full basement 
with family room. Garage. 
Lot 73x137 $47,900. MLS 
BRADFORD 
Four year old, no-step 
bungalow. Electric heat. 2 
bdrms, brick F/P, in living 
room. Heated workshop or 
storage area. $48,000. 
MLS.
EIGHTH STREET 
Electrically heated no-step 
bungalow with wood siding 
exterior. F/P in living 
room, 2 bdrms, laundry 
room. Large .storage<area. 
$49,900. MLS.




NEED A DIVORCE? For fro© in- 
lormotion and proiossional, fost, 
inexpensive lawyer-deisgned ser­
vices, contact: Vancouver Divorce 
Service, Suite 8, 1734 West Broad­
way. Vancouver. B.C. V6J lYl. Phone 
736-2604. 17-6
WOULD LIKE to take this opportunity 
to thank Dr. WorroU ond Dr. Moffool. 
nurses ond staff of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital for the splendid 
care t received wfiile a patient there: 
also to my relatives and friends for 
cords and visits, they were much 
appreciated:-J.E. McAllister. 10-1
THE POOR IN YOUR MIDST ore my 
trust, guord ye my trust, and be not
intent only on your own ease.
Baho'ullah 
THE BAHA'I FAITH 
656-6495
COMINS GVEHS OBITUARIES
MOTHERS' DAY TEA. Moy 12. 2:30
p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Silver collection.
Program. St. Paul's United Chuich,
Moloviow and Fifth. 18'7
SIDNEY SILVER THREADS Spring 
Bazaar, Friday. May 4th, 1 p.m. to 4 
p.m. Tea' ond Stolls. Everyone 
welcome. 18 1
l.E.O.A. 15TH ANNUAL EQUIPMENT 
SHOW. See our ISth annuol Equip 
men! Show on Fridoy. E\oy 4th ot the 
Juan do Fuco Recreation Centre. 1767 
Island Highwoy. Victorio, B.C. Open 
to the public from 10.00 a.m. - 6:00 
p,m. There will be cranes, bockhoes, 
trucks, radio equipment, tires, work 
clothes, etc. No admission charge. 
18-1
BICKFORD 
On April 24, 1979, in 
Victoria, B.C., Glady.s 
Marion Bickford, of 7878 
East Saanich Road, a long­
time resident of Victoria. 
Beloved wife of Herbert, 
she leaves her son and
daughter-in-law, Barry and 
Deanna, of Victoria; four 
grandchildren, Doug, 
Brian, Joanne and Sandra; 
one brother, Harry Nan- 
carrow, of Nanaimo, B.C.
Funeral service was in 
McCall Bros. Chapel,
MISC. FOR SALS
Johnson at Vancouver 
Streets, on April 27, at 9:30 
a.m. with the Rev. Ivan 
Futter officiating, followed 
by cremation. (Flowers 
gratefully declined. 
Donations, if desired, may 
be made to the Heart Fund, 
1008 Blanshard St.)
CARPENTER SEEKS woiU of all kinds, 
oddiliotts. ollofotions, sundocks For 
ff uo cstimoto photio 656-6487. 61.1.
18-1
EAR PIERCING. Sloinloss stool studs, 
656-5.103. '
AHNQUNCEMSHTS
LEGAL AID Clink 
p.iii. lo 4,30 p.io.'
LAW CENTRE - 
Moiiflcivs I 4S 
Appoinl inonts only. Phono 6S6-1 V'O 
Oil
BINGO; K ol P Hall, Sidney every 
Ihursdoy 8 p.m. Everybody welcome.
soil
AUTOS & BOATS 
FOR SALE
Wood 17’ Sailboat wiih 
cabin, dacron sails, out­
board motor. Ideal for 
weekend “puddle jum­
ping’’. Complete $1600.00 
or offers. No trades. Cal! 
Mike at 478-5559.
ARTS AND CRAFTS SHOW AND SALE,
Fridoy May 41h, to be held in con- 
jundioo will) th© l.E.O.A, Equipment 
Show at the Junn do Fuca Recreation 
Centro, 1767 Island Higfiwoy, Vic- 
lorio. B C. The Arts and Crofts show 
v/ill bo field in the curling rink, open 
to tfu» public from 10 o.m. - 6 p in.
ONE CEDAR, exterior standard door, 
good condition, bids by May 15th, 
Apply Sidney RCMP. 18-1
TRAILER RENTAL BUSINESS. Port time 
or lull time. Many bookings olioody 
for summer. 656-3411. 10-2
and 9:30 p m. 11 p.m. Tficte will bo
opproximalely 30 arts and crofts plus 
boko solo. No admission chorge. 18-1
NOTICE - fho Cat's Protection League 
Spring Tea • Bazaar, Soturdoy. May 5, 
St.-John Ambulonce Hall, 2 to 4 p.m. 
Home Cooking. Aprons, Books. 
Superfluities. Admission, 75c in­
cluding teo. 18-1
SEARS 16 H.P. Tractor vritlt full lino of 
ot tochments. Excellent condition. 
$3200, 59.S-2906.______________18-1
NEw'^^ paHune's handicrafts.
Pottery tools, salt and pepper plugs. 
22 in.; 26 in. looms and spinning
wheels available. 656-3714. 18-1
SIX YEAR OLDMorgon ifioroughbred. 
Excellent riding potential, needs 
working wilh. Owner 629-3519
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning, 





12 LEFT. BRAND NEW Metal 
never used,set up for 15c 
but con bo changed. Ideol for 
community newspapers. We hove 12 
of these newstonds for sale ot $100. 
oacf). Write Times Printing and 
Publishing. 1422 Pembroke Ave., 
North Vancouver V7P 2S1 or phone 




UNIQUE BOOKSTORE for sole. 
Comox, B.C. Excellent business 
opportunity in fast growing area. For 
information pfione 339-6111, or write 
1803 Comox Ave., Comox, B.C. V9N 
4A1. ’ 18-1
18 CU. FT. DEEP FREEZE matching 
Avocado, frost free Fridge ond 
ronge, two electric clothes dryers, 
one G.6.. onto wosher. 2 ranges, all 
appliances guoronteed; floor 




On April 25, 1979, in 
Victoria, B.C., Margaret 
(Peggy) Kidder, formerly of
Moxon Terrace, Sidney, 
B.C., widow of Martin 
Chapman and mother of 
Margaret, of Vancouver, 
B.C.
Memorial service was 
held April 28 at 2 p.m. in 
Holy Trinity Church, 
Sidney, B.C. Rev. R. 
Sansom officiated. 
Arrangements through 
Memorial Society of B.C. 








held Sundays in 
Hall, Beacon 





10344 PATRICIA PL. 
See this sparkling, fully 
, finished _ 3 bdrms, 114 
■baths, plus family room, 
games room (or Den).
■ ,: ^ 2000 sq. ft.! Lots of
ornamentals, fruit in fenced 
T'ary- Even!;, a chain link 
: , fenced dog run. Offers 
please on $61,900. For prior 
viewing anytime please call:
JEAN LAMBERT 
;; 656-3426
Earl H. Smith Real Estate 
479-8121
ARDMORE, $27,500, 
.90 acre treed lot on 
Dalkeith Ave. Assumable 




Thats the distance to 
Beaepn Ave. from this 
comfortable 2 bdrm. 
bungalow. MLS. $42,500.
Large 7 ■ bdnn. home; An 
North Sa^icti/ Just ovef 2 
acres; MLS: $80;00(). ■;
OPEN
SAT. 1:30-4 p.m.
10344 Patricia PI. 
Nearly 2,000 sq. ft. of 
lovely living. Quiet street, 
nice lot, 4 bdrms plus 
family room, den. See this 
gem Saturday, or call to 








Never wax your car again 






2-BAY CAR WASH equipment 
complete with occessories. New 
condition. Must be moved. First 
$4500.00 takes. Write Box 960. 
Summeriond, B.C. 494-3716. 494-
1462. 18-1
UNCLE DUDLEY'S TINY pedigreed 
pobormon Pinscher male dog. Two 
years old. Excellent v/otch dog, $150 
or best offer. Phono 652-2221. 18-1
IN KAMLOOPS. B.C. - Five choir 
tnen’s styling shop, Eight years in
major mail. Gross in the six figures. 
Phone 372-7009 for more in­
formation. 18-1
MOVING — SOFA, choirs, recliners, 
dishes, humidifier, hair dryer, ceiling 
fan; rol-a-v/oy, bikes, boseboard 
heater, etc. 656-2092.2278 Gail Place' 
off Frost off Lockslide follow signs, 
Saturday and Sunday 10 - 4. 18-1
SMALL PROFITABLE BUSINESS • Ice 
cream, Confectioneries, Light snacks. 
Fully equipped. Centrally located in 
booming Mission, B.C. ,Apply Vol Mac 
Holdings, Box 3248. Mission, B.C. 
826-4440, 826-9657. / 18-1
34-FT. 1974 5TH WHEEL, rear
bathroom, tip-out patio doors, power 
unit, full kitchen, lots of cupboards. 
Cleon. W.R. Pinchin. Magna Bay, B.C.. 
955-2950. 18-1
ALL TYPES of glass and 
Discount orices. 656-6656.
^ 18-4
MANUFACTURER of Magnetic Car 
ond Truck signs seeks dealers or 
solespeople. Solos Kit $5.00; Store 
Disploy $15.00. Refundoblo. B.C. 
Magnetic Signs,' 29939 lougheed 
Hwy.. R.R. 2, Mission. B.C. 18-1
MOVING • high choir, cor seat, 
bicycle (child), carrier, playpen, 
v/alker, umbrella stand, hibachi, car 
vacuum cleaner, five plonters in 






CHICKS - Brown egg layers, white 
Lqgh6rns> white Rocks. Order eorly >: 
ship anywhere!' Nopior Chick Sales. 
,674-3-216th :St., Box 59. Milner.' Bic!! 
' VOX TTO. 534-7222.:. 6-tf
VACANT;
Immaculate 2 bdrm 
bungalow approx. 8 years 
old. Fenced rear garden. 
Must be sold. Asking 
$49,500..
JOHN BRUCE 
Bus. 656-3928Res. 656-2023 
or 656-6151
Sat., Sun. 2-6'p.m.
Atiroctive interior, - exterior. 
.McTdvish'. Cahora. Brethour 
'way to 9585 Waxwing,
Park-
STANLEY R. COSBURN for reliable 
and complete horseshoeing service 






SIDNEY, clean 2 bdrm Townhouse, 
newly renovated. Lots of storage 
room. DeLuxe stove and fridge In­
cluded. Very , quiet complex. Take 
over existing mortgage at 10V4% All 








This beautiful Kanchcr on a 
sunny 14 acre lot is only 5 
yc:\rs old, has 1700 sq. ft. 
on one floor, workshop, 
1 '/j baths, 3 bdrms, 
separate dining room, 
sunken living room and 
many other exceptional 
features. Priced for below 
rcplacemcni cost at 
$79,500.
BY OWNER —$43,900 
3 bdrm. homo with living and lomily 
rooms; largo ollochod garogo. Woll- 
fenced lol. Phono 656-4918 oiler 6 
p.m, or coll Sunday and Mondoy, IB-1
REAL ESTATE 
& INSURANCE 
M L.S. REALTORS 
ARDMORE
Large Tudor couniry home 
on Vi ac. with 4 bedrooms 




Lovely 4 bclrm couniry 
home on ,4 acre park land,
SAVE $3,000, GREAT starter homo. 
Newly redecorated, coiy two 
bedroom homo. Den, largo kitchen, 
wall-to-wall throughout. Now 
electrical. 9CX) plus sq. II. Largo lot. 
Sidney $40,000 , 656-6501, it no 




witti the Vibrating Brush!
LOST E FSUNS
OAK TABLE ond chairs; small 
chesterfield; antique bedstead; 
couch; two dressers and numerous 
other itom-s. Sunday May 6. noon t66 
p.m. 2445 Malaview Ave. 18-1
LOST: BEAVER FUR VEST, tweed 
lining. Finder please phone 656-4663.
'.■'le-v'
FOUND: Baby mqccosin on
Resthaven Drive. Phone656-3564. 18-
GARAGE SALE, Soturdoy. May 5. 10 
o.fn. -’^2 p.m. Stainless steel tanks, 
scrap copper, lots of junk teeosures. 
2001 Melville Drive corner of 
McDonald Pork Rd. 18-1
OPERATOR FOR MODERN photo­
typesetting equipment. Must know 
advertising layout and pasteup. Send 
resume to Box 139, c/o B.C.Y.C.N.A., 
808-207 West Hastings St., Van­
couver, B.C. V6B 1 H7. 18-1
FULL TIME occredited Health Records 
Technicion required immediately. 
Hospitol experience preferred. Apply 
in writing: Personnel Officer. Mission 
Memorial Hospital. 7324 Hurd Street. 
Mission. B.C. V2V3H5. 18-1
“WE CAN HELP eoch other. We need 
recruits who will be 17 years or older 
in 1979. who ore physically fit apd 
hove o thirst for knowledge. We offer 
port time employment throughout 
the year with the option of full time 
summer employment. It's a job that 
emphasizes adventure, leadership 
ond comrodeship. If you ore in­
terested in becoming o member of 
the Canadian Armed Forces Reserves 
contact the Canadian Scottish 
Regiment at 384-8718 or drop in and 
talk it over with us ot Room 231 Bay 
St., Armoury on Tuesday or Thursday 
evening between 7:30 and 10:00 p.m. 
We have whot you wont." , 16-1
season. It was responsible 
for increased revenue to 
Sanscha of $1,500 over the 
1978 season and credit goes 
to Vance Edwards for his 
organization of the market, 
North Saanich Aid. Eric 
Sherwood said Tuesday.
Membership in Sanscha 
is now $2 a year. The ball 
grounds are being prepared 
and youngsters are prac­
ticing hard, he says.
Upcoming events ' to be 
held at Sanscha: A three- 
day arts and crafts show on 
May 4, 5 and 6 and a
provincial all-candidates 
meeting is scheduled for 





A request by Victoria 
drug squad to Sidney 
RCMP to check a Budget 
rent-a-truck Monday 
resulted in a seizure of four 
pounds of marijuana.
The truck was stopped at 
West Saanich Road and 
Wain at 1:30 p.m. and the 
search was conducted by 
Victoria police. One person 
was arrested and charged, 
police said yesterday.
RADIO PROBLEMS? 
Sidney. T, V. -Rcidl© 
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
656-5332
VACUUMING AND DUSTING, one 
day o week, Deep Cove area. Must 
have own transportotion. 656-2355 
after6 p.m. 18-1
MISS. WMTSD
GARAGE SALE • two family. Saturday 
ahd .Sundoy, May 5 ond 6. 9:30 a.m. - 
5:30 p.m. Numerous orticles. 2345 
Ookville Avenue. ! 18-1
GOOD USED RECORDSv especially old 
45s for personal collection. 474-1071; 
around suDoer time. . .^^'tj,
AUTO BODIES. Top prices for all. 
.types of scrap steel, tin, cost, car 
bodies, copper, brass, batteries, etc. 
Coll Peter ; or , Pearl, ‘ 252-7787, 
NAVAJO MEI ALS, Cologoiy, Alta,
1 6-4 ■; ' ■
MOTHERS DAY SPECIAL. Hanging 
Fuschia boskets. $8.50. Availoble for 
viewing Sundoy, May 6, through 
Saturday May 12. 2230 Colvin Ave., 
Sidney. 656-3326. 18-1
WORK WANTED
HUMMEI, FIGURES ond plates; Royal 
Dalton Figures and Toby Jugs also 
Militoria Swords, Bayonets. Badges 
and Medols. 383-0405: 386-0911. 18-lf
EXPERIENCED FRENCH TEACHER
would tutor students (odults and 
teenagers) in Drotttwood, Soonichton 
ond Sidney areas. 652-1257. lB-1
SHOP
STAN'S CUSTOM ROTOVATING.
Reasonable rates. Please coll be- 




machine. Free estimates. B-ob 
Mortman. 656 4772: 656-2040. 18-11
EXPERIENCED REPORTER.required by 
modern, southern Interior weekly 
.newspaper. Steady position for 
competent person. Usual benefits. 
Give full particulars to: Advertiser. 
Box 142, BCYCNA, 808, 207 West 
Hastings St.. Vancouver V6B 1H7. 17- 
'3 '
MIDDLE AGED men to care for home 
in Gulf Islands. Separate cottage. 
Knowledge of horses, and gardening 
essential.: References. Apply Box B. 
Sidney Review. ■ ■ ■, ' ■.•'11-3
EDITOR.-..required for vyell known 
Gredter:, -Vancouver ""weekly 
newspaper. Must have' Council , 
reporting experience and,a!) aspects 
of editing. Good salary and fringe 
benefits. Must have o car. Cdntoct 
E.G. Bexley, Delta Optimist 946-4551.
.7'' 16-3
Sidney Veterinary Service
DR. E.L. DAHL, D.V.M. 
&
DR M S. DAHL, D. V.M.
Large & Small Animals 
2327 Beacon Ave.
[in the Mall] 
Sidney, B.C. Phone 656-3955
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9-12 am 
:l-5 pm':' 
Sat. 9-12 am
.Corporation of the District 





This lovely one bedroom 
cottage in Hronlwood hns 
been comp'i-icly rcnovuicd, 
has sen views and is only 
one block from Marinas 













VIEW LO I S 
location near 
Experimental I farm, 
panoramic sea and 
Iklaiid view lol.s, Munivipid 
water avnilahle.
Betty DuTmpk 65H-B130 
Erie Or(]li(im6S6-NS9 
SPARLINiiRHAl 
ESTA TE L TD.
SIDNEy>65&5Sn





Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
and on water and sewer, 
Owner may accept terms. 
Asking $:Hl),(X)t),
TATLOW & LAUREL 
14 • 1 Ac. Parcels on South 
slope. Treed and eleaicd, 
waicrmains. From $26,500 
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54xl(X), level, cleared, 
close 10 Iteacon, SftS.OtX). 
MELODY PLACE 
Acre of treed land on
$IX-YEAR.OLD, 3 BDRM.. (ull 
ba»omorU, 1V, bntlis, built-in 
vncuuni. firopkico, o«lra Insulnllon, 
doublo windowi, tampor siio cor- 
r»rt, liull liOo«. 3!24 Brodlord Avu. 
Opon houtt) Sol, and Sun. <i56'4380, 
Ajiklnqt.S9.900^ _ J"''
OPEN HOUs'e, MM WEDSTeFploco, 
Maryland Division. Solurduy, Moy 5.
I, 160 sq, (I. main floor, 1,000 sq. It, 
buiamnni. Ilnlsliud. KItcliun wilh
utiMi. ilMtinq touni. livtinj 
room, lull bnlh up. hall both down; 
Ihroii bodiooms up, ono dowrt; 14 ll.
,10 ll. Innilly lOom wilh llioplacu 
(down)i lool room wnikshop; 6‘« 14
II, yroonhuusw (huolod) ad|0(onl lo
dinino room; 30 ll, » 30 ll. ustullonl 
Onitliin, Tull prito $68,900. Coll Prnd 











WANTfDi SMALL OR LARGE ait«U(p« 
on Inliu. Sulinblii lor hunlino- Ih-ltlne- 
ranthlnil- Plriino »uiul hiqiil 
iloK.rlplIon, prifo to Kolth Atwntnr, 
. Iluir 143, knmloop», B.C, V3C SK3. Ill- 
I ■■
Willis Point. All new 
homes, Melody Price only 
$18,TO.
FOR REN r 
675 sq. ft. Office .Space Cor 
professional, $;H0/M.
RENTIN(J7 
We will real your home out 
while you lire away, 
K.DROST
/.56-4(»(M» 656-2427
URGENTLY rtEEDEOi ONE hudroom 
opartmnnt or iimoll tottaflo in Iho 




orricE SPACE avauabie im
mndiottly in Sidnow, r,u((ohl« lor 
prolunlonol. Srirond Hour ahovo 
loronloDominiPtiHonk,6S6-1141, 4. 
ll
EAMUY RIQUIRIS lour la »t« bdnn 
liomii on lh» Sannkh P«nln»ula. 
Satiludud ati6(>(J« pi»l#ri«d, o|»o
,1.tv,’ l.r,-oin,
ihon orni lliopliup ond brlold iimhi# 
roopn. Woiatlfonl or n»nr tomplal* 
privocy would bit wolrnmod. Phintli 
roply Bon 'D', Shinny Rovlnw, P.6, 
?fli7n <,liln.iv It (“ vn» 3M U It
BY“"ovi/NtRr’TlI* ^^
amn Good holdins propnriy. 
$;T0 OIK). 683-5700, in.|
IN SIDNEY, *mnll hirnl»h<Hl wll- 
tonlalnnd (0Hti(|0 lor iimployod 
ilnQl'h non-imokor, You lupply 
.lin«n«. diUwL and mIvoi. W« »«pply 
luinlluin, ttmull Irlilao, wnirit nnd 
hnollnq. roll 3 pin*" buihroorn, 
kllthftn»Ht» nnd IiikI OHlnn roritn. 
Minimum »l« month* lnn*« nl $178.00 
monthly, Apply Bn« ' H. Skinny 
Rovinw, ..IfjJ
#Al7MtW,'TAaTuoi’”$UITE. i' niTy 
tiirnithnd, All uliliinn.. Ptivnln »n 
|foni.B. Phonn 656-11191, (B-1
r'ioRM,'...To'WNlioUll‘"rOR'jonl,
$.135. tnmirninrlna Junn 1,686 SfiLil
la-l
FERSONALS
COMMUNITY mmVAm «ftvhtD» u
xfveltlMq qiinl or wrji«r»ftfonf fftitrioe 
on tsotinh h Rwriutwitlti. Hmoll fofty 
RiioitOHoljIft, f*otn#»t«tYHi 





(twiK'l Will |)iH 111,HI given 
|K'iMiiiiil aiieiiiiiin in nil 
Huleis, Plitme 6.*16-47.‘'4
CLASSIFIEDS
RKNl A BOY SCOUT FOR odd |abs, 
lowti . cutting, gardening, wood 
chopping, bahytiltting, etc 656-1828, 
6.56 4961.656 515;. ' UM
AND
Will BABYSIT IN MY HOME





FINE COTTON YARNS lor hiihl 
MJinmi.-r loskiions, Kobo'* Wool Cuilt. 
9')40rillh5l. I/.6
NCR 160 POS1ING MACHINE. W.II 
,;t i(iid„ Phuiin -t6’,l -tl'rl Ask 
lot Hill Alinn, . I6:i
DRY; riHSI GRADE, ynikiw nml i.n) 
iC'dnt. rsprM.killy hi, hnnh, tn lur 
nnmr- nl,-., n.fr H,,,,, ,tiy h; Tin; 
bin*. .1711 HnWI, 18 .|










652-.1I4I lifter 5 p.m.







Personnel arc required; by two 
Whitehorse newspapers: The Yukon 
News (weekly) and The Northern 
Times (dolly). The positions require 
energetic individuals experienced in 
newspaper advertising sales on o 
salary plus commission basis. The 
successful applicants will service 
existing accounts and will primarily 
bo concerned with establishing now 
clients in a competitive Whitehorse 
odvorlislttg morket, Minimum two 
i-oar oxporionco is essential. Send 
resume lo Mr. T. Sollors. Yukon Nows 
■ Nortftern Times, 211 Wood St., 
Whitehorse. Yukon or phone (403) 
Wj;-6285. 16-3
LADY FOR AFTERNOON position. 
1;30 • 5;30 p.m, minding dolightiul 
ninomonth-old baby ond light 
housekeeping os required. 656-3621. 
18^1
FIRE PERMITS
Fire Permits are mandatory to kindle open 
fires in the municipality effective May 1, 
1979 to October 31, 1979.
Fire Permits may be obtained at the 




WANTED; LADY WITH SOME
knowlodgo ol lino chino, lurnituro, 
etc., nvQtlahIo for Sunday and pent 





656 1595 (dim 9 
I0.ll
AVON — Laid off? Nows the host 
lime lo make lop $$ selling Avon, Bo 
on Indopendont sales repiesentolivo. 
Soil world famous cosmetics, popular 
ffogrunens, family products at 
rnmpntllivn prIro*. |owi>lry and more 
« oil guornnieed ■ many shown on 
T.V, Be your own No ex-
pofiunco neiessory. Profitable 
opening tn SlDNfY Coll 384-7345 
today for iniuryiews. ubhgulion 
UM
EXPERIENCED CLEANING WOMAN
twice moniftly, Will pay gor»d wages. 
';‘i6 4266, UM








'flic larnL'si mic sioji 
liqiiipiiiL'iil Kviilal \jinl mi 
the Saaiiicti t’ciiiiisulii, 
AmluHi/ctt dcaliM fm 
fOUO, I.AWNItOV ami 
SNAIMM'.K.
Wc a’|iaiij|al| maki')^. 
lU’L't Mower SiK'L'iall.stk,
_____ li
A III tillrized 














DOGWOOD TEA tmd lUi/anr nf
Hftiftiwemd Cidleqe Mernnilol 
Chnpel, tifiturdoy, Moy ‘X) pm, 
Cnmrnunity Moll SiulU of Ifome 
Lfiuhmg, nwoqfwotk, ptuni*. Vvitfitx 
flMphnnt, 6(1 uthCr 1r#(’isa(es, nnd 
Ixioks, Adniisslttrv fd 00 ItulurJes 
ion V/ 2
in-
nmnlmn iilioim B.ijj ni 47M dJM'ni 
-i;H :f.tM 15 d
INCORPOHAU'I $U10 PLUSnilNG 
lEES. In-«u)Tuir,(its yiuifr<i'*lf ftrst 
uvtn the tofi'phfTint Uui firt.’ms tntif 
typiiivi SOI vit.ns 01(1 l(,ivvyt'l nppiovud, 
Call Soil Cnunsifl boiVifos lull (r»M» 
tl'J hOO ti63-;I0;!V CiKK ip^x nnd 
Mu'.inivhuiua ti|ip((,vod- 4/ If
TOP ymdVkd.vt.iod (M
Sidney m.in Cni, ju»di ?0M1
y 12 M
OIVORCFI $100 Pun HUNG rET.$. 
(-)|>lL'iin ymn un. mns-sii'if tlivT-i co 
fni,! • uv»n Iho inlnplMiiio Ooi Ini ins 
nnd typing '.mvinv. nio lawyer np 
pinvod. f nil Sidf C(tt(n».iil Sixvilos 
lull iriM' I 12 no.) t hrinpiv










Aiiaiii availalile for 
.Sidney and suncmiidiiig 
disirit'i. (inoi! wtirk- 
nians!ii|i al rea-'Oiiable
I'tiecs, ,.
.Also e.veellciu crews 
aviiilalilc for larger jolm.
656-.U97
PART-TIME JOB IN WORLD ol Iqaiiun, 
lui iKpoririiKit (unonqry. MuH b(i 
uKihiru oiul huvii own cor. for nq 
r'lOinlincMil toll-177 6093 |IM
TEACMDR CO ORDINATOR WANTED
Im oui now uhwrnritu n(h,irnlluii 
iriuqiofn Im hhlh Khool clroii rjuii;, 
Ihu fiiuMni lIiuuIiI lirivn uivoiril y>iu(r. , 
ol b'oi.hin'q ininiirinnrrt, (irnirrrobly 
w,lh <lrn|,--ouU, orubm iiKporHinitt in 
(in (ilh'rninii (ithool R(iHin(|, Wink 
OKpoiioncu vhih Inibon pooiJlu tiful n . 
Munihvlly In lli« |)hiloyo|>hy iil lorql 
innliol :l»i , vury i(n(io(liuil 
A(hnlnii>l(Ml|V« o» |i(ii (onm i<i 
|iii,i((ihl(i. Apiily In wHlInq nipplylnq
Inicirviownd, ancl .iskod to wliat he attiibutod his 
ptionoiiioiial success, the late Mr. Wrigley, of chowiiig 




KeaiaMtrhiy prlred^ ot 4 
n»dr(’mm $ult»s, Chh'o Colilnwli, 
naoktli«f)vni, til*.,





:.t.S4-,\ KealiHK X Ed.
(Si.rOhutvd Plnio Mto t,n , p
mnai 16
pirniNf AND nordTern
DEVriOPMENT JOBS. Imn up In 
$.|,(-x'j(i pur (nontli Lurnn hnw lo 
MM inu ihnsK find niTicn liiqlt paying 
('■111.. Si'iuf lofiq soil (((fdroMaid 
♦dnmia’ij onvalnpa for datuiU 
i**'p:irdinij liar T.i*fviMti.i IMI S ■ V, Box 
nth„», Siniiiin A7 f dmontni), A|lo I'iJ
:ic»6. If,, 4
CMAllfNOtNG rOMItON
ili O'.l . ti-,,.,,j (.jr.-p.M tltrOl-*
I tniitmanily ii«W'.pap<'i,
II vulvitjiMniMtid pastiilzla
innsitn, HiUoil solefc .pv 






Sf-nd tluktiiaa at »nnlidi>ntr
MU r iio I M,-a. ,V(.jr. iiK . t III ino.‘ 
A'iiytp, nttii 4460 Qiiiistml, ll C- 
Oil B If
MANM>MAH, i.ih tuiam 
maintt’naipu WwaTivattOit■*< pn'ni(‘“,F 
pafnnlnq, annll piia. walipn^n Cnfl 
Ind Of I'd 6Wj LM Of 6‘»r, 16 4
CUSTOM HOMIS. A.fdittonn 







Itinrirr. 6fi6 1407. 17-
rn.urni) rjrirl rulormun lo Scionkh 
Inilion Srhtior Rnrirtl, llri* 37,8 
llt(iii,wri(nl Hoy. r)»ndlino Moy 4 
1979 , HM
' But, asked Ih-e roporlor, "Imving captured practically 
the entire market, why continue to spend vast sums 
annually on advertising?''
SALESPERSON TO OPERATE Imirlino 
imrn ll wixir Horn in Sidnrvy. Mini bn 
nblo In work wilhoul tupwvhlori. 
iuinn ,>.|,.n(ii)n( (> hi inmmirlnq nml 
hlhno nuilmrrnl, Sninry plui rtiin- 
1111111.1(111, Apply in pm*(.((> lo D(i((ii(5(i'* 
Slo(B lor 76(,((, ,3311 Duu()ln« Slrntt, 
Viftnrin, 10-I
POSITIONS HOW AVAILABLE FOR
lully quolilMhl Onlry Hmrkmon In th« 
Okrluqqnn ShuLwop $1,000 * Jl.llOO 
(i(,( (printh 0(0 r, p!ii» o«(n1l8nl 
oi.a ulil.nrH, TYrnlhml 
rm imrhorl lrK|lih(l«. LthqoU I'hn-
(ixiiUn iiu;,! bn n.pmtumu.J in .luy 
Id rlriy hiita (minruinnipnl, rrillkjiio, 
iKuwanH) ((.HiiiiKi hiHd ilnli'Uiuri, 
fiKdIini, qml tull ronilno Wrilii in 
hria iiii.,(i(Hii wilh tnlmonimi nml 
(((tiumn 111. Cnmiiltj l oini Inhoi Pool. 
I-.,,, w . .'imr.ii.my.ti C, ',•(4 'BCi.in 
1
Wrig,toy’s reply was illuminating,
“Onco having raised steam in anongino," ho stated, "it 
requires continuous stoking to keof,, it up. Advertising 
^fokes up business and keeps it running on a lull lioatl o( 
steam."
This applies to your husineet too. Don’t make a secret 
o( your product. Tell people all about it. Toll Uieni what It 
does. Toll ttiom its advantages. Toll them where lo get it. 
Tell them lluouili the Press and keep on tellinB them.
Everybody Roads New.spapprs
IKPERIIHCID IPORTS REP0R1ER 
wiihtdff fcii Cfmtftil Intttflot wpihMy
nMXKtantrt SA'lIh ayi
f'Ma aaa «( 5ln(t iminnaliotwlv CDhlaD 
idtiar. t’anhaq Ohs-ntvftr Hear 4460, 
Oiminul B,C . Phaae 993.3121. 10-1
Till* prockimalion ran in the August 1935 Sidney Review
tiiid lliC lucksngii iatill tioidi, tiuu ludiiyi
imiMI ■NUHI







LONG TIME 1 
SIDNEY BUILDER j
Now specializing in* 
finishing carpentry,S 
cabinets and built-ins,| 
rumpus rooms, repairs,j 
additions - no job too! 
small. I
Renovate and Save s 
FREl^STIMATES \




Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 
Patios - Walkways. 
656-3881
Additions
Joinery • Ronovations 
Boot Repair
Top qualify workmanship.
656-3143 or 656-1959 
NIELSEN & NIELSEN
Plumbing 







Hot Water Heating 

















“Big or small 
we will Do them all’





25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 


















Fence Posts, Digging, 50 











COMPIETE BOILER REPAIRS 





















H&E STREU LTD. 
DRYWALLING
Bbording, Taping, Spraying. 
Quality work. Dependable 
Service.










AM types brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 





22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.















Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 













I 10134 McDonald 
I ParkRd.
® 656-7277























































2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
By Helen Lang 
One of the most 
rewarding things about a 
garden centre is the people 
one sees there . . . so many 
of them browse about, 
some of them humming 
softly . . . Suddenly, they 
are in no particular hurry to 
get anywhere . . . they seem 
happy ... no doubt 
dreaming about their future 
flower gardens, fragrant 
with the smell of petunias, 
skimmia, stocks and sweet 
peas. The Peninsula 
vegetable gardner too, has a 
far-away look, and whistles 
softly as he picks his plants, 
and imagines his 
cauliflower the size of 
washtubs, and his new 
potatoes, already grown, 
and on the table (cooked 
with a sprig of min, of 
course) and just awash in 
butter.
These shoppers have a 
counterpart: these are 
harried people, with “a 
list” and a frown . . . 
worried to death about 
slugs, crab grass, the cost of 
water, and an invading 
army of sow bugs. Please 
relax!
SIDNEY GLASS
Marine Auto & Sofety GIom 









BACK FILLING - LOADIF'G 
SEPTIC TANKS ,
FILTER BEDS 


















Government certified technician 
with 35 years' experience In 




R. & J. Tractor 
Senfice 1
, 4 wheel driye mochine 
Rotovating * Looding • Mowing • 
Generol hauling. Excellent 
















































Window* • Floor! 









Mon. - Sat. 
2492 Beacon Ave. 
Ph. 656-1194
Cake Decorating
Your woddloQ or Annlvortary 




I REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, LAWN- 
MOWERS, ROTpTILLERS AND 
I OUTBOARDS. Wo buy old and soll| 
' reconditioned lawnmowers, etc. Frool 
pick up and deiiverY. Reasonoble| 
i rotes. Phono Pat 656*4244.
Rebuilt Lawnmowers For Sale
Reel, Rotary, Electric & Push Type
At’s Super Lawnmower Sales & Service







AUo Houlini), Will dollvoi onq lo 
ihio* yord« ol Kind or gtoval,
656-5671
CONTACT





























A ft B BOAT TOPS













PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
Wc Repair
Sails • Boat fops - Taips - Hatch Covers - Tent 
I'railcT's UplTolstcry Vinyl.
208-2453 Beacon Ave. 656-6421
awmit JWL jgiMai*. gminJilL 'fiSliiinSrSGG





HQV’.S AIJ.BAY MARINE HEUVICEii ETD. 
22.38 Hathitur Rd, • KUlmy 
656-7023
|0|SJ33DID : i^tSuuiTi? ^
I'ACITIRV . XVTlUmiZm , IlF.rAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. SIEUN DRIVE • .lOHNSON AND
evinrude outhoardh. meucruiser
.STERN DRIVE. '



















10 | ,yn rr n.Tw ^
652-1569
















































$12r'COl,, IN. pFTt M.
INCOME TAX
I ipMdolli* In tmoll buibai* 
acr.ounilna, bookkaaplng, 
imyroll and Incom* toy al 
atonornital rnui. V«nf round 
»«rvlr«.
P.N. ANMimiN Ml.im 
tr.ysTfi.tMiiHidiM. 





2412D Beacap Ave. 






2453 Ikncon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-1421
Gardening really should 
be fun. When it becomes a 
burden, sell your house and 
live in an apartment where 
you can garden tit your 
leisure in containers. You 
can grow a fine crop of 
Scarlet Runner beans, some 
carrots^ Yadishe^^, Sgrreeh 
onions, lettuce ~£md patio 
tomiatoes;v in ;potsJ pn Va 
sunny deck: and still have 
room for a deck chair ori
Or ; you could do away 
with the vegetable and 
flower beds, put in lots of 
grass, buy a power mower, 
and once a vyeek, tear 
around the lawn on your 
new power mower, then 
dash back to your ham­
mock, to dream about 
petunias, skimmia, stocks, 
sweet peas and new 
potatoes,' swimming in 
butter. . .
If you are foiid of 
gladioli, and haven't 
Steady planted them, may 1 
suggest that instead of 
putting them all in on the 
same day you plant some 
now, some in two weeks, 
and some more in a month 
. . . this way you extend 
their blooming season 
considerably. Many people 
“pre-sprout” their 
galdiotas, before planting, 
and it is fascinating to see 
how quickly the roots 
appear when you set the 
bulbs in water (on a cookie 
sheet?) in a warm room,
A very little fish fer­
tilizer, or a tiny bit of 
20:20:20 In this water, 
seems to give the bulbs an 
extra boost, and a llulc 
bone meal or bulb food 
mixed into the soil at 
planting time should 
guarantee you prize- 
winning gladioli.
While oil the subject of 
bulbs, please don't cut off 
the dying leaves of tulips, 
daffodils, hyacinths, 
crocus. You can take off 
the dead heads, but even the 
stem should be left, as the 
bulbs need every bit of 
greenery to build up their 
store of nourishment to 
produce flowers next year.
One ugly fact that wc, 
who live on the ixmlnsula, 
seem faced with Is the 
arrival of the narlclssus fly
... I have lost all my 
“Mount Hood” daffodils, 
and most of my “Ber- 
shebas” . . . the white ones, 
for some unknown reason 
... I think the safe thing to 
do is sprinkle “Diazinon” 
crystals in the soil amongst 
the bulbs, or drench the soil 
wilh “Diazinon” liquid, 
diluted according to 
directions, as it is the eggs 
laid by the naricissus fly, at 
ground level, that invade 
the bulbs, causing either 
“blind” bulbs (no bloom) 
or destroying them com­
pletely.
“Sugar Snap Peas” have 
been so much in the news 
recently that it seems silly to 
mention them. They seem 
the answer to a housewife’s 
prayer (green thumbnails 
aren’t everyone’s delight)
. ; . one only caution; these ^ 
wonderful new peas grow to 
a height of six feet, and 
besides, are in short supply.
If you do decide to grow 
them, watch that you plant 
them where they won’t 
produce too much shade for 
the other vegetables. ;
Don’tVgive up grovving 
turnips. '
Most of us have tried, 
and hdye had our turnips ^ 
invaded by, and ruined by, 
root maggots. A home 
gardener hasnhe advantage ; 
of the commercial grower 
who must . because'qf sheer 
numbers treat his crop with 
pesticides. 'We home 
growers can resort to a very 
simple treatment. Whenitbe 
turnip begins to form gently 
scrape the soil away ; firqtri 
; the turnip globe"! lintiF it ' 
stands with little more ^ in • 
the ground than the long 
carrot-shaped root. The 
root maggots can’t invade 
the turnip itself unless it is 
surrounded by earth.;
This may seem a pesky 
chore, but belicye it, it 
works!:;
When attempting lo plant 
the dozens of tiny onion 
seedlings in a'grower’s tray, 
take a pail of warm (ohly 
sllgliily warm) water, grip 
tlic seedlings by ihclr tops, 
and shake them gently In 
the water. You will find 
that most of tlic soil goes to 
the bottom of the pall, 
leaving you with seedlings 
wiiose roots arc no longer 
all tangled up. You will be 
able to separate them easily, 
without hurting those 
fragile roots. Plant them 
about three inches apart, 
and firm the sqil around 
them, nnd don’t forget to 
water, all season long. They 
store beautifully, too, 
CBpeclally “Autumn Spice’’ 
and “Sweet Red Spanish*' 
but we will talk about that 
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MAY 17, 4-8 P.M.
7449 West Saanich Rd.
SALMON B.Q. - EXCITING GAMES 
TEA ROOM - CASINO - PRIZES 
CRAFTS - ARCHERY
Sidney RCMP were 
called to a wooded area 
near the 2200 block on 
Ardwell April 28 where they 
observed four youths 
sniffing glue from plastic 
bags. Police confiscated the 
bags and glue from the 14- 
year-olds, and parents were 
advised.
Police attended the 
following incidents during 
the week April 25 to May 1:
• A 13-year-old Victoria 
Times paper boy reported 
he was beaten up by three 
youths while delivering 
papers on Tsartlip Indian 
Reserve. Police said he was 
afraid to deliver the rest of 
his papers for fear he might 
be assaulted again.
® Acting on a phone call, 
police found a 15-year-old 
girl lying in a grass field.
Police said the girl, who 
was taken to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, had 
taken too much alcohol. 
Her parents were notified 
and attended.
« Four people were 
rescued by nearby boaters 
when they jumped over­
board from a burning boat 
April 26 at Deep Cove. 
Pilot of the vessel, Ken 
Iverson, told police he had 
filled the boat with gas and 
noticed an area where gas 
overflow was spilled. 
Iverson said he waited for 
the gas to evaporate before 
leaving the dock. Shortly 
after using the bilge pumps 
to empty the bilge, an 
explosion occurred near the 
motor and a fire started in 
the boat.
The crew tried to ex­
tinguish the flames but the 
fire burned out of:control; 
Ken, Debbie and Mary Ann 
Iverson and Rick' Rudy 
jumped overboard.
The boat belonged to 
Hans Nielson, 1811 
Haaward Place, Victoria. It 
was valued at $4,500. Police 
said it was insured.
® Radio equipment 
valued at $340 was stolen 
April 28 from a boat 
moored at Canoe Cove.
® It’s OK to shoot a 
raccoon if it’s killing your 
chickens but you first have 
to obtain a shooting permit. 
That’s the advice police 
gave a North Saanich man 
who was eager to get at the 
chicken-killer.
Police are investigating 
two cases of breaking, 
entering and theft: on .April 
26, entry was gained by 
breaking a hole in a rear 
window screen at 10390 
Bowerbank and $1.50 in 
pennies taken from a glass 
jar; also on April 26, the 
frame was broken in a back 
door at 2095 McTavish and 
$15 in change taken from a 
jar. Missing also: a hunting 
knife, .six beers and po.ssibly 
four personali/ed cheques.
® A camper owiled by 
Don Williams, 9045 West 
Saanich Road, was totally 
destroyed when it caught 
fire April 29. Williams said 
he was awakened at 1:30 
a.m. by a passerby who saw 
the blaze, “it was half gone 
by the time 1 got my clothes
on,’’ Williams said.
Cause of the fire is a 
mystciy. It was parked 
close to the house, was 
unoccupied and locked. 
Williams .said the camper 
w'as “like brand new’’ and 
would cost $7,000 to 
replace. The matter is still 
under investigation by 
police and fire departments.
* During the last week 
there were 21 liquor 
seizures, three roadside 
suspensions, five people 
were lodged overnight in 
Sidney RCMP cells, two 
people were charged under 
the Narcotics Control Act, 
three people charged with 
impaired driving — one a 
juvenile — and-one person 
charged with supplying 
liquor to a minor.
Central Saanich Police News
"'V'y.'/.y" r. SalesManager.':-.'■
Cornell'G.M.;:.:
Hugh cqnsidh-s the following pemqnstrator Luxury Units to be the 
weeks best buys at
CORNELL G.M.
1979 OLDS 98 REGENCY 1979 CHEV CAPRICE CLASSIC
4DOORSEDAN 4 DOORSEDAN .
403. V-8 engine, A/T Trans., P.S.,
P.B., Power Windows, Power Seats, 305. V-8 Engine, Aut. Trans., P.S.,
ySplifv y Seat, Air; C6ndit:iofiing, P:B.;: Radio and Rear:Speaker
Illuminated Vanity Mirror; , AM/FM ^^®ss> Air. Conditioning, Custom 2- 
Radio, 8-Track, A Speakers, Power Tone, Tilt Steering Wheel, Body Side 
Antenna. * Wire Wheel Covers, Steel Mouldings, Remote Mirror, Bumper 
Belted Radial W/WallSi 4Tilt: ; and Strips, 50.50 Split Seat, Cloth Interior, 
Telescopic Steering Wheel; Cruise 
Control, Power Trunk Lock, Vinyl 
Roof, Bumper Guards, Power Door 





GIVE HUGH A CALL, HE WILL BE PLEASED TO GIVE YOU 





Two major thefts are the 
headline police news in 
Central Saanich this week. 
The first, reported last 
Monday morning was of a 
35 mm. camera, lens and 
accessories valued at over. 
$1,000 from a car parked 
overnight in a private 
driveway on Hagen Road. 
The second was of over 
$2,000 worth of household 
chattels that disappeared 
whilst a tenant was moving 
out of a house on Lochside 
Drive.
Other thefts included two 
bicycles, a 10-speed and a 3- 
speed and a shoplifting 
incident of a packet of 
cigarettes by an 18-year-old 
youth who ' told police he 
was “just doing it to see if 
he could get away with it.”
Police are taking ‘a very 
serious view’ of break and 
entry into an underground 
pumping station on the new 
peninsula water main at 
Martindale Road. The 
intruders did over $.500 
damage to valves whilst 
they drank beer and 
smoked cigarettes: ^ ^
They used a pry bar to 
gainentry.
Had; The valves been 
opened; S Chief - Constable 
:Bob: :■ Miles ; commented, 
workmen up the line could 
have been trapped and 
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There were 10 incidents 
involving liquor during the 
week, three seizures, six 
charges of minors being in 
possession and two in­
toxicated persons, both 
minors, who were returned 
to their homes.
Although out of their 
territory. Central Saanich 
responded to a call for 
assistance by Saanich police 
and apprehended some 
youths who had broken into 
Durrance School.
Two ybung truant girls 
who were observed 
damaging a “For Sale” sign 
at a house in Brentwood 
were apprehended by police 
and taken to their parents, 
who agreed to have the 
damage corrected.
An eight-year old girl, 
riding her bicycle without 
lights at dusk last Monday 
evening, was in collision 
with a car at Stelly’s X 
Road and Veyaness. The 
girl was injured, and taken 
to hospital. y
In another motor vehicle 
accident, the driver of a car 
proceedi ng in the 7400 
block of the Old West Road 
was charged .after^he struck 
a car pulling^puL,: of 
driveway. .
“Found’’^^ a^ m-
St. Mary 's Anglican 
Church Women
The ACW meets the first 
Monday of each month, in 
the church hall, 
Saanichton. Fund-raising 
predominates the activities 
of the small but active 
membership, in order to 
.support their charitable 
commitments. Amongst , 
these arc .support of their 
foster child, .Iorge,:and his 
family in Equador, 
assistance to Camp 
Columbia, the Dorcas 
ministering lo the needs of 
those in the north and local 
emergencies and the 
Primate’s World Relief and 
Dcvclupmcni Fund.
At the April meeting, 
pUtns were made for ti bake 
sale at Hillside Mall April 
27, and a rtitnmage sale 
May 5, 10 a,ni, to 2 p.m, in 
the hall, Ciilira Avenue, 
Saattichlon.
Up to tniddle ape, lieatt 
attacks arc five titnes mure 
conttnon in nieti tlttm in 
women.
luded $200 worth of 
lavcllers’ cheques, a 
woman's purse, and a 
bicycle.
A house fire on Central 
Saanich Road caused about 
$500 damage . to an out 
building in the 6300 block 
of Central Saanich Road.
The fire department had
Cir(0)^w(0)ir(dl
to extinguish another fire 
burning in beach logs on 
island View Beach. In this 
connection, the police chief 
would like lo remind all 
residents that as of May 1, 
this Tuesday, a permit is 
required for all open fires 














33 Game on 
horseback 






44. Give off 
46. Region
48. From, prefix











three 1. Disease of eye
29. Lost . 2. By
31. Pays attention 3 Spread to dry .
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8. Book of 
knowledge





15. House top 
18. Ireland 
20. Foil in drops 
23. Pastries 
2S. Seth's son ,
28. Poems ;
30. Hunting dog :: 
32. Portico j 
34. Sly glance
36. Titles of' ■ ,
'' respect '
38. ;Let it stand ■: 7 : 
40.; Groin grinder ; ;; 
42. Allows: ■
45. Golf, mound . . 
47. Port of to be 
50, Point of 
compass .
52. Metric measure
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD. 
BRENTWOOD BAY




YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE
WhlifCvei you move Ihe Wuh’iiU'. 
Wnywi hnUtsv n Hie tt{lil pi'iton ti 





FRESH CENTRE CUT t lirq
PORK CHOPS lbU^^
GRADE 'A' BONELESS « Aiq
RUMP ROAST LB.^Z •'
WIENERS 1.B.9T1 PREVIOUSLY FROZEN BREADED > - ,q
VEAL CUTLETS LB.^r^
GOV'T INSPECTED t-aio l
PORK LOIN ROAST JVA
GRADE'A'BONELESS tryiqi
ROUND STEAK ROASTlb^Z 1
GRADE 'A' BONELESS "t^Aql
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK 18^2^1
MAPLE LEAF 6 OZ. AArtl
HAM STEAK each991
1 ORANGE JUICE
Minute Maid 12 oz.
APPLE PIE
McCains 24 oz. QQ^
FISH CAKES j







Palm 500 g, A9''^j
1 MARGARINE
1 Harvest 3 lb. pk(». $1 39
MARGARINE
Fleishman 2 lb. pkg.
PEANUT BUnER 1






Clover Leaf 15'/j oz. $1 Ssj
1 TOILET TISSUE
j White Swan 4’s ^04
BLEACH
Wonder 128 oz. ggt
DOG FOOD j
Husky 25 oz.
1 CALIFORNIA BUNCH Mnn;
SPINACH McnJd
j CALIFORNIA 3 LB. BAG
1 CARROTS 69
CALIFORNIA LARGE 2V;’s nfhit 1
CELERY EACHi9"|
GRANNY SMITH «
APPLES 2 LBS. 69 1
